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A journey through Durham's woodlands
By Jon Seaver
Walki.ng along Old Dover
Road, the sounds of civilization
fade into a murmer as you pass
into a patchwork of sun shadows. Following a portion of the
original Durham-Dover Road in
use in the 1650's, your feet step
onto a bed of dead leaves mulching in stages of rot from the
many seasons.
Multi-colored· branches move
in the stirring breeze. A maze of
fems surround the path through

what once was a field. A misstep
on a dry twig produces startled
birds fluttering and flicking from
tree to tree without major alarm,
but with a cautious speed giving
time to look back at the intrudance. Their sudden chirping
sends small animals scurrying
from the unknown danger of
yow footfall.. Your next step
carries yeu to an invisible spider
web of single strand that catches
you at the nose. ·
You have entered the for_got-

ten and much untraveled passages that are outlined in a brochure recently published by the
Durham Conservation Commissi on. Entitled "Walking Durham", the pamphlet covers 14
Class VI roads and 13 public recreation areas withm the town.
Maps and brief descriptions of
th.e areas are provided in clear
detail and present an excellent
guide to the discovery of Durham's inner woodlands and· wilderness spots.

As branches of small bushes
threatening to completely engulf
the old way brush and slide past
your sleeves, old stone bridge
supports lacking a fording cover
appear around the bend. As you
approach the stream, ducking
low branches and maneuver(ng
through brush, the resounding
bounce of acorns striking limbs
and trunks in their reproductive
fall.
Crossing JohnsDSJ-- CJ:eek re ....
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water along the banks or use of
the s!U;zky log jam between the
stone buttrices. Contemplation
of the log jam (if you choose the
quickest and most daring pas. sage) is broken by a plopping
splash 'bf a frightened frog seeking refuge in the almost stagnant
murky pool to the left. Being
alone in the middle of a forest
never lasts longer than a few
moments.
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w~ather

esday-partly sunny-60's
·esday night- mostly clear- 30's
ednesday- mostly sunny- 60's
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am says it'.s
time to protest

A UNH geology class spent Saturday on Mt. Washington. Among the spots they studied was Lake oi we
Clouds. The AMC hut of the same name Is in the center, and the students are just above the ~eft tip of the
lake. [Nick Novick photo]

Two women professors ta1k about
women's and men's salaries
By Katie McClare

than women.
·"A professor shall have a back"It's rather naive to ask why
ground of successful teaching this is so," she conti~ued. "Eduand research, marked by the per- cation---higher education, at
spective of maturity and experi- least--has always been a male esence, or some outstanding creat- t.ablishment."
ive attribute recognizable in the
Beckwith p!aced some of the
academic world as a special asset responsibility on women. "It
to a university faculty."
isn't always just that women are
Of the 147 full professors at not given opportunities. Two o:r
UNH judged to fulfill the above three years ago the chairman of
requirements, only two are the Physical Education Departwomen. They are Marion Beck- ment left and the position was
with and Evelyn Browne, both open to any woman who wanted
in phyl)ical education. Neither it. None took the offer. Perhaps
considers the lopsided ratio of it was that they wanted to stay
men to women here a unique sit- with teaching or didn't want to
uation.
.
be bogged down with the work
"UNH is no different from of a chairman. I was chairman
other universities in their hiring for 25 years so I can certainly
of women," said Browne, a small understand that," she added
white-haired woman. "The phen- with a smile.
;omenon exists throughout highNeither Beckwith nor Browne
'er ·education and in the second- has felt opposition from male
arv schools. Men are better paid colleagµes. "I enjoy a good r-ela~

- - - - - -.INSIDE .

-

tionship with all my male colleagues," said Browne. Beckwith
agreed, adding, "I can't speak
for all women, of course."
Both women feel the time is
getting right 'for increa~d hiring
of female teachers in higher positions. "There is a ground swell in
this area," commented Browne.
"Pertly because of women's lib
there is more pressure to give
women equality in all positions,
not just education."
Beckwith said, "The~ is concern on the pm of men as well
as women for more hiring of
women."
Vice.. Provost of Academic Affairs ])avid Ellis Said, "I strongly
feel there is a need to recruit
Wgher and promote women as
effective members of the Univer- ·
sity community. The importance

WOMEN PROFS, page 17

By Joy McGranahan
"Orderly protest" will not be
ruled out to achieve what the
students want. Student Body
President David Farnham told
the Student Caucus Sunday.
night. Farnham said that this included going over the admini'stration 's head to the University
Board of Trustees.

ministrator is .taking us seriously."
..The administration failed to
adhere to a stance before the
trustees which it heartedly endorsed in consult.ation with students," said Bob Millen , who
chaired tfie committee tnat
studied the visitation situation .
and made those recommendations to Stevens.

This is a significant departure
from Farnham's position of a
year ago when he said, while
running for office, that he "was
in favo~ of working within the
system to attain his g~al~."
Ma.Qy student senatOI are still
steaming over Vice Provost for
Student Affairs Richard StevenS'
refusal to pass · a 24-hour visitation experiment on to the Board
of Trustees.

FARNHAM,page 6

"It is time to protest. We cannot allow ourselves to be swept
under the rug," Farnham said.
"The administration must be
made to realize tnat the Student
Government is not a figment or
the imagi.nation tnat comes out
in an editorial once in a while."
· Farnham's top adviser Rich
Mori told the senators that he
"doesn't really think that the ad-

Banking in Durham
will cost you money
By Wayne E. Lundblad
If you're a student at UNH

and live around Durham, then
chances are you have no other
choice than to do your banking
at the Durham Trust. The next
nearest banks are miles away in
Dover and Newmarket. And unless you have a car, forget it, you
will hav~ to stick it out with
Durham Trust.
If you do your banking at
Durham Trust then expect to
lose a little money. For instance,
if you have a savings account

Boat builder

Telegrams

Harry Berquist lives in Duri

There will soon be a singing telegram service at ~he
University (What next, a
group of pie wielding asassins?). For the story on
the UNH student doing
it, see page 16.

ham and he's building his
own sailboat. He doesn't
expect another Flood. but
does have his own special
reasons for the undertaking.
Read about him on page 3.

David Farnham

then expect to be charged $.25
for every withdrawal made in excess of one per month. This is
only true . for students, not for
Durham residents.
My bankbook has been
stamped "$.25 on all withdrawals in excess · of one per
month." However, while waiting
in line one day to make a withdrawal I noticed that the people
in front of me, Durham residents~ had no such stamp. (I
must admit I was a little un-

DURHAM TRUST, page 14

Tennis
Scott Taylor and Mark
We.ber successfully de •
fended their title in the
ECAC tournament this
weekend. Jeff Aarts
came in second in the
singles. See the story
on page 20.
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Women hold scholarship~
in UNH at4letic program

News Briefs
British taxes

By Leslie Manuel
Sixteen women now hold
athletic scholarships in the inter·
collegiate sports program at
UNH. The scholarships have
been awarded to girls in field
hockey, tennis, basketball,
gymnastics, skiing, swimming,
and lacrosse.
Gail Bigglestone, director of
Women's Intercollegiate Athletics at UNH said, "T-his is a new
program (started last year) and
we haven't done any recruiting
yet. It's a costly thing to do with
travel expenses. As far as the
women are concerned, the feel. ing has always been that scholar· ships awarded on campus should
be for those who chose the campus for education rather "than
buying the athletes to make a
winning team.
''The coaches have been involved with rewarding scholar:.
ships to outstanding !{iris who
were on the team the previous

Compared to Great Britain's income tax structure, the United
States is a garden of Eden. Anyone who earns more than $36,000
a year in Great Britain pays a tax of 83 percent on the excess.
This has led to many British perf onners and talents going into
tax exile in Switzerland., France and the United States.
British employers have tried to get around this by offering a
variety of fringe benefits or "perks." The most popular is the
use of the company-owned car, such as a Rolls-Royce. Other
"perks" are club memberships, town apartments, weekend
holidays, low-interest loans and scholarships for childr~n .

Buzz on the moon
Buzz Aldrin, the _second man to walk on the moon in 1969
admitted several weeks ago that he was an alcoholic who quit
drinking two days before the Apollo-11 launch
He said in a speech in Orange, California that as a West Point
cadet he luul 1.J~n ''caught 1n the alcohol. " He decided to give up
alcohol when he was sent to Korea as a combat officer. He
resumed drinking when he perceived that his military image
. was measured by the yardstick of "who could drink the most."

Gubernatorial debate
•

I

spent her high school years on
an AAU team in Montclair. Last
year she had two fourth-place
finishes in New England's intercollegiate championships. Laurie
and her fellow teammates have
already begun practices under
coach Margie Shure for their
first meet in early November.
A .gymnastics scholarship was
granted · this year to Mary
Bourgault, a ~ so{>ho~ore liberal
arts major from A!l.!>Jlrn, Maine.
"My coach Lou Datilio, recommended :ny name for the
scholarship. You are guaranteed ·
·a minimum$500 a year but you
ran .get more if you qualify for
financial aid" said Bourgault. In
£hip. Tho ooaoh rooonunondod
1~74 Mary was the all-around
who she thought should get it state champion for. her gymnas-·
from the people who app!Jed'. tics age grouping in Maine. She
Schoiarsliips" are oased on per- began her gymnastics career as a
formance, not on needticcording freshman in high school and
to Schulte.
competed in all-aroun(l g.ymnasLaurie has been swimming SCH<~LARSHIPS, page 9
competitively for nine years and

Unisex barbershop .opens

Harry C. Spanos, the Democratic candidate for Governor, has
accepted an offer for a live debate with Gov. Meldrim Thomson
on the ~w Hampshire Network on Friday, Oct. 29 at 9 p.m.
Spanos said the live debate will point Qut to the people of'New
Hampshire the sharp differences between himself and Gov.
Thomson.

By Celia Morisete
Question: What new eight letter word is found on Main St.,
Durham? Answer: Uppercut.
If the attractive green sign
doesn't grab your attention,
climb a flight of stairs and the
interior of Durham's newest
hairdressing salon should.
The two -room cutting and
styling shop, located above the
Community Market, is tastefully
decorated with a variety of an- .
tique mirrors. Framed by white
walls, the half-dozen or so mirrors~ all diverse in color, shape or
style, lend a nos~algic air to the
well kept rooms. "We found the mirrors all over
the state, anywhere from._ flea
markets to antique shops," said
owner Barbara Carr. ," A bit of
scraping off paint and .refinishing
and they were ready to go,'' she
added.
"Several. things prompted me
to open " said Carr, a slim
brunette. 1'1 didn't feel there was
any place for students to get
their hair cut. I had also been
working for the University for
three years in various capacities
and I wanted a place oX--my
own."

Contraceptive dog food
And yes folks there is more to come much much
more ........... The Carnation Company has developed a
contraceptive dog food which may be available on the market
next year.
Carnation took a drug called Mibolerone and mixed if into the
pet food cans. It prevents bitches from coming into heat. ·.
A six and one-half ounce can of food was dispensed every day to
300 dogs of v&rious breeds and ages. It effectively controlled
estrous without harmful side effects. When the dogs were taken
off the contraceptive food, they reswned nonnal healthy cycles.
When they bred, they gave bi.rib to healthy litters.

Gold eanings unsafe?
Gold earrings, for a long time considered for a long.time the
safe8t metal for newly-pierced ears, may lead to an allergic
reaction that causes the ears to ooze and become red and
swollen.
Pure gold {24 karei) is too soft for earrings and 14 karat,
commonly used in the United States, contains nickel to harden
it. Many persons are allergic to nickel and become allergic to it
for life-there is nickel in zippers, watch bands, rings.

Carr received her hairdresser's
license 11 years ago in New
York state where she is originally from·. "I've been cutting hair
ever since," she added.
Michelle Clark, ' the salon's
manager, received her license in
Australia seven years ago,
Their ·many years of experience is assurance that every haircut will be a stylish one. Business has been good, with customers leaving with favorable comments. As Cindy Brown from
the women's center said, "Most
everyone here has gotten their
haircut at Uppercut and they all
have been really pleased with the
results."
·
Uppercut styles both men and
women's hair. Prkes are the
same for both sexes. A regular
haircut will cost approximately
$4.00 with prices gradually increasing depending on service
rendered. A special ·student discount offered amounts up to
$1.00 off on every $8.00 spent
there.
Whatever your hair-styling
needs may be, allow Uppercut
the opportunity to serve you.
The salon has walk-in service
when it is available, otherwise
make an appointment.

~

A night at the races

Driver was intoxicated

Woman dies in car crash
A singie car accident on Saturday night at approximately 6:57
p.m. on Route 108, north, in
Durham resulted in the death of:
a thirty year old Rochester
woman.

year. The scholarships are carried through each year that the
girl participates. We will probably continue to award
scholarships the way they are givL
en now, to outstanding fre.shmen
on our intercollegiate teams."
Laurie Schulte, a sophmore
hotel administration major from
Montclair, New Jersey holds a
scholarship for swimming here at
UNH. She was granted her
scholarship of $250 per semester
on reccomemdaiion from last
year's coach Karen Hogart.
Schulte said, "Last year the
coach got us together and we all
voted on which kids from the
team we felt deserved a scholar-

Laura Dandeneau died at
Wentworth-Douglas Hospital in
Dover on Sunday at 1: 05 a.m.
According to Evonne Christen- ·
soil, supervisor of nurses, ~'The
cause of her death was multiple
id

'•-•

'
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There are lots of ways for a
student to spend his or her money. One method is to spend,
internal injuries and extensive in- money on mind-changers and
ternal bleeding."
belly-satisfiers. Saturday night I
· The · driver -of the car, Brent tried something new. I spent my
Laviolette, a resident of Leh- · money on dogs.
anon, Maine, was also brought to
Neither activity turned out to
Wentworth-Douglas and released be very profitable - I was at the
after observation of a minor Seabrook Dog Track.
head trauma.
·
Seabrook has a-lOt more to
According to a press report re- offer the world than a nuclear
leased by the Durham Police De- power plant. It has some very
partment, the car was traveling nice drinking establishments and
north on Rte. 108 in the area a lovely McDonalds. Some of us
known as Coes Corner.- Lavio- _ Saturday night didn't make any
let.t e, driving while intoxicated, distinction between the two.
lost control of the small Toyota,
We found ourselves getting ecausing it to flip over several motionally keyed up for the ractimes until it came t<:> a stop ap- e$ while we waited for my big
proximately 30 yards off the connection, Whitey Dodd an
road.
assistant dog trainer. When
Strafford County Attorney, H. Whitehog arrived, I made
Richard Krans, Jr•. has said that
inquiriesinto the sex lives of
Laviolette will be charged for greyhounds and we moved on to
another bar. Only after we were
negligent homocide.
Mrs. Dandeneau leaves ner properly prepared did we- go to
husband Robert, of 61 Autumr. the track. I had visions of sure
St. Extension, Rochester; a son tips dancing in my head.
Chad, 2; her paren.ts, Mr. and Whitehog was sure in his advice
Mrs. Martin J. Fogarty of Dover. .only in that the dogs he was
talking about were still alive and
three sistets and two brother
well and living in his kennel.
and her grandmother.
I was sure I would win some
Funeral services will be held
today at St. Joseph's Church ir money because of the proverbial
beginner's!' luck. So on the first
Dover.
race I bought two dollar iickets
By Tom Nelson

for a quiniela. A-quiniela is a bet
in which yoQ attempt to pick
the first dogs regardless of their
finishing order. According to
White hog, Silver Wendy was supposed to do well. So I picked Sil_ver Wendy and Strictly Business.
Big Red Flame cam~ in first~ Silver Wendy came in second.
Good thing for the Flame
·though, because he had lost his
previous five races badly. He had
two more races in which to prove himself in or else he would
be put into retirement. (Retirement for dogs in the world of
greyhound racing is a lot more
permanent than human
retirement is.)
After the first race, our spirits
were supressed and we were
depressed. So we decided that in
future races we would each chip
1 n a dollar and split the
winnings. We carried out the
first part of O\ll planned
ope ration for the next three
races, but we continued to lose • .
Just before the fifth race
Whitehog appeared out of
nowhere. He said it was either a
~-two or a six-eight, and asked
which one did I want to split
with him. I said six-two. Dogs
six and ei~ht won.
Nowt not only was I depressed
and supressed, but I was

DOGS, page 12'
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Protester char_ges
trial was unfatr

asked us if we would help them
By Mike Kelly
According to Neil Linskey, seek an injunction, and we said
one of 11 protesters arrested for no. We felt that it was up to
contempt of court lollQWing the them to do that."
Rath added 1;hat the purpose
Aug. 22 demonstration at the
Seabrook nuclear power site, the of the meeting was to disc~ the
case that convicted himself and company's plans, so that as law
the other protesters deserves-in- enforcement agency, the office
would know what problems they
vestigation.
In an interview · 1ast week, would have to deal with.
"It is not our proyinc:_-e to give
Linskey, a chemistry graduate
student, declared that the trial advice to private citizens," said
presided over by _Judge Maurice Rath. "However,"" he said, "We
Bois was unfair. He also said that did answer hypothetical questhe Public Service Company and . tions for them." He added that
the Attorney General's office the same service WllS extended to
had "acted in seeming collu- counsels for the ClaniShell Alliance.
sion."
Martin Grosse, one of several
"We-found out in cross examlawyers
who represent tpe Public
ination that meetings took place
Service -Co.. also ·denied the
between the .l'ublic Service Oompany and the Attorney Generals charges. "The idea to seek a
_, ----Office where the Attorney Gen- court injunction was suggested
eral's office started a discussion at the company on July 30.
on how Jhe company could stop _ When the r:rmtter was relayed to '
the demonstration by seeking a us, we contacted t?e Attorney
court injunction."
· General's office to mform tnem
Both the Attorney General's so that they would be able to
office and the lawyers for the deal with any law enforcement
can't think of any course in Public Service Company denied problems."
.
which I learned more than what the allegations. Assistant AtHe agreed that the~ had asked
working. on this boat has taught _torney General Tom ~ath, who ~h~ Attom~y Gen~ral s of!i-:e to
me." _
was present at the meetings, Says J<_>m them m see-king the m)uncThe boat takes shape slowly. that it was the Public Service t1on, and that they had been
Each ·plank, stained green with Company's idea to seek the in- turned down.
_
,
preservative, must b,e steamed in junction.
I~ response to Lms~ey s allea long steam box and then bent
"Prior to the first demonstra- - gation that such meetmgs were
to fit the , frame of the hull tion on Aug. 1, we niet with the out of the ordinary, and of posbefore it cools and loses its flexilegal staff of the company. They SEABROOK,- page 7
bility. Even when the hull is
complete Berquist says he will
be just about half done. The sail,
rigging and interior of the boat
will remaill:. He hopes to finish
in three years.
"I want it to look like a
Greeks," Wilson said.
working boat, not a yacht," Ber- dy Tom Eastman
"Not that many dorms have
Homecoming
Weekend
will
be
quist said. "I guess most people held this year Oct. 8 and 9 with been represente-d at our fust two
work and save their money to a theme of "America the Fu- meetings where we have been
buy a sailboat. Well, · this is the ture."
making progress cheeks on the
best way I can get the exact bcrat
This year's homecoming is Homecoming activities," Wilson
I want at a price I can afford." sponsored by the Alumni Asso- ;aid. "I think most are unaware
When the boat is done the Ber- ciation, the Inter Fraternity of what's going to be happening."
quists plan to sail around the Council, ·and .the Panhellenic
Wilson said that she sent letworld and resign themselves to Society.
ters containing information
"an early, voluntary
Along with the usual celebra- about the homecoming activities
retirement."
As a mariner's tions, the-agenda for this -year's to the Greek houses and the
version of a trailer home, the homecoming weekend will con- dorm presidents the fust week
Berquists want to travel from sist of a parade down Main St. of school. She said that she feels
with float competition, cheering that the mformation "just 1s not
BQAT, page 6
contests at the UNH-Maine foot- filtering down to the students".
0
We will be advertismg our
ball game arid a house-dorm dehomecoming plans on WUNH
coration contest.
Cathy Wilson, homecoming and on a ditto sheet containing:
chairwoman and a sister at information about homecoming
.un~versity at~~rney Silas Little Alpha Chi Omega sorority said should be sent to the dorms this
said, 'The pos1t1on of the Board that awards will be given for the . week to let students know what
of Trustees is that the 'right to best projeets_and that the horn~ is going to be going on," Wilson
know' law ~oes not apply to coming activities are for the en- said.
Wilson said that any dorms inwhat the students are asking tire campus and not just the
terested in entering ·any of the
Greek l-10uses.
for."
f'We want all the dorms and contest should have a representaStevens said, ''The 'right to
know' law does not apply to ad- the fraternities and soror1ttes to tive_attend an information meetministra~ive staff meetings. It is participate in the homecoming mg tonight at 7 p.m. at the
the busmess of Ure Board of activities because homecoming is Alpha_Chi Omega sorority.
for everyone and not- just the HOMECOMING, p~e 8
Trustees only."
,..~
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DUrha-fn· man builds his own
boat--his lifelong dream
By Marion Gordon
There is no second Great
Flood expected in Durham, but
Harry Berquist, a UNH lab
instructor in forest technology,
is building a 32 foot cutter rig
sailboat in his backyard anyway.
Or as Berquist says, "There's a
house in my boat's yard."
Since last spr-ing, Berquist
along with his wife Ann, has
spent weekends an~ -evenings
building a dream he has had
since he was a 12 year old boy
growing up in Ohio. He spent
last winter building parts of the
boat _in his basement and the
year before that collecting
lumber, mostly white oak and
white pine, from the Durham
area.
Berquist credits the design of
his boat to an old, Yankee
shipbuilder from Dover Point,
Bud Macintosh, who has been
building boats in this area for
over 45 years.
"I feel I've become a part of
the o l d Ne w E n g la n ~
shipbuilding era,'· says Berquist.
"I'm building this the way it's

been done for over a hundred
years."
Berquist, a quiet man with salt
and pepper hair, began bis boat
literally from the ground up. He
built the pattern for the keel,
made the wooden model and
took it to a foundry where it
was forged from cast iron. He estimates the weight of the keel
alone to be about two and a
quarter tons. It took two days
just to get the keel from his
driveway into the yard. ·
The boat, still in its skeletal
stage resembles an ark. It is
raised on blocks. Berquist, who
has always been interested in
carpentry, is doing most of the
complex work for the first time
ever.
"Building is an intimate expei:ience with wood," he says. "You ·
stand back from it and there's
so·methlng almost sensuous in
the_ curve ~ of the:. woOd." The
·word "fiberglass" is never
mentioned in his presence unless
referring to someone else's work.
''It's a tr emend o us
education," he continues. "I

Case pending in court

HQmecoming theme is
America the Future

Students sue ·University .
By Diane Breda
A suit filed against the University of New Hampshire by students Brian Peters and Christopher Berg questioning the University's compliance with the
right to know law is pending in
court. Both sides have ageed to
submitt to the court a written
statement of facts.
Peters and Berg filed suit because they were refused public
access to the minutes and records of the Division of Student
Affairs.
Both Peters and Berg are members of the student organization
Union for Progressive Action.
Chairman of .the Board of
Trustees Philip Dunlap and President Eugene Mills were named
defendants in the case.
Mills was unavailable for comment.
Peters said that he and Berg
were unable to commeQt on the
matter because the case is pending.
Specifically, Berg and Peters
state that as students of_ UNH
they are obligated to, pay a certain sum each year ($30 for the
year '75 - '76) to the Unive,rsity,
which is designated as·a Memorial Union Fee~
The fee is used, either wholly
or in part, to fund the Division
of Student Affairs within the
Universicy. The Division has responsibility for the ope~tion of
the Memorial Union Building.

In Oct., 1975 Berg and Peters,
on behalf of the Unfon for
Progressive Action made requests to President :Mins and Philip Dunlap and other officials of
the University for access to certain records of student affairs.
The two students wish to
know t_he minutes of the ~taff
meetings of the Division of Student Affairs and the Office of
-Recreation and Student
Activities within the Division for
19.73-1975.
They als9 want access to budget balance sheets and financial
summary reports for the activities of the Office of Recreation
and StUdent Activities for the1974-1975 fiscal year.
Berg and · Peters believe they
have a right to know the business of the University.
According to Vice Provost of
Student Affairs Rich~d Stevens,
''The University did not refuse
to respond to the. students.
"The bud-gets and balance
sheets for the 1974-1975 fiscal
year were made available to
them and my staff perso11nally
went through the reports," said
Stevens.
"They (Berg ·and Peters) were
....
not that explicit with me or with
President Mills," said Stevens.
"If they told us specifically
what they wanted, perhaps we
could have helped, rather than The last few days of cool we_ptber have let us know that fall is here. This little girl is looking forward to
just searching through two years . an autumn event 33 days away, and she seems well-prepared for it. [Ed Acker photo1
of paper." said Stevens.
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Durham's woodland roads
DURHAM TRAIL
continued from page 1

"On this scale, this is the most
elaborate publication of Class VI
roads done by any conservation
"Durham's Conservation Com- . ci>mmission in New Hampshire,"
mission h~ had long interest in said Malcolm Taylor, 'executive
ClassVI roads," said commission director of the Association of
member Lawrence O'Connell. New Hampshi,re Conservation
"We had been over all the roads Commissions. "Other towns like
and we thought of them as a New ·London, Newport; Nashua,
community resource. The idea and Tamworth have produced
for the project has been kicked maps of trails in their communiaround for two or three years. ties-, but this booklet is the first
We· believed a publication Qf of its kind."
maps and brief accounts the
Durha.Dl's 'conservation comroads' '-features would be useful mission published "Walking Durto Durham and its citizens."
ham" iq. February and made it
available f Qr the citizens with a
"The Conservation Commis- goal of one for each family. The
sion thought it was needecJ and project cost about $1,000 and
, very much along our hnes," said the approximately 700 copies
Walter Cheney, the commission's were paid for by the commischairman. "With the help of Uni- sion.
.
voraity atud.cnt 3 , we nnalysed
"Because Class VI roads in this
them and the booklet presents town add up to quite a bit of
assets of Durham that people · open space, the need to publiwouldn't know of."
· cize these recreational areas was
there for us to help people take
"I think the reason we have advantage of the town's prothe pamphlet is the willingness perty. We'd like to get a second.
of John Hatch (who pre-pared printing and let real estate
the maps and designed the cover brokers buy them. But we got a
drawing) to oversee the project" deal on the first printing and
said O'Connell. '~A project like another would cost twiCe as
this requ1res the talents and much." explained Cheney.
energy of a John Hatch. Also
Co pies of the booklet are
Ken Silvia, who donated his time available for purchase at the
and talent as a graphic designer, Town Hall for · fifty cents. The
did a first rate job."
limited edition requires the

policy of only one copy p~r person.
Walking, jogging, cross-count.ry skiing, and bicycling are
being re-discovered as outdoor·
recreation and are . increasing in
appeal for the sheer joy of being
out in the country and experiencing the woods and wildlffe.
These roads present opportunities for photography, painting,
or just plain ~xerci.se.
T-lte well-traveled 17th and
18th Century "wayes'·', still retaining a sense of our 'colonial
past, include short walks from a
half a mile to longer routes, the
University traiCs and Adams
Point.
·
For those who feel inclined to
dig a little deeper, a United
States GovP.rnmPnt Sorvico "15
minute series" topographic map
called Dover Quadrangle is
recommended as an excellent
adjunct to this brochure. It shows
the topographical features of the
surrounding regioQ.
If you ever felt the need to
escape the hustle and sound of
modem civilization. If you ever
need a (ew hours toJ get away
from the pressures of study and
.college to relax. If you feel the
urge to explore and discover
wh11t nature offers and learn
more about your place in this
environment, Walk Durham.

,

Explore the woods on Doe Farm inDurham and amidst t
can find an old cellar hole. [Jon Seaver photo]

New security parking
plan greets Visitors

By Diane Breda
A new system of issuing visiter
passes started this semester - at
Forest Park to eliminate tne
problem of stud,ents parking in
tenant spaces.
Lead UNH traffic officer Andrew Buinicky said, "In the past
students not living in Forest
Park have parked their cars in
the Forest Park parking spaces
and then gone to class."
The new system for~es visitors
to obtain a pass to get into the
lot. The officer on duty outside
Forest Park asks who the person
wishes to visit, the apartment
number and how long the person
will be visiting before he will issue the pass.
An officer is on duty Monday
thru Friday from 8: 00 a.m. to
4:30 p.m~
"The only reason f@tr this
questioning is to let my traffic
officers know a legitimate visitor
is occupying the parking space;"
said Buinicky.
''The traffic officer doesn't
care who the . visitor is, or why
he is visiting," said Buinicky.
''The only_ reason a person
would be refused admittance to
Forest Park is if there are no
spaces available, the person does
A trek along one of the Durham Conservation Commission's walking tours provides many beautiful sites
not know anyone living in the aamong them a peek at Green Acre Stables on Old Dover Road [Jon Seaver photo]
rea and therefore isn't there to
visit, or if the person abusively
refuses to answer questions,"
he said.
'ur°he spaces are .leased to tbe
tenants," said Buinicky. "They
poultry barns; Jeff Clark, 19, and ministration will go a long way don't want . mini-dorm residents
By Tom Nelson
The art of fish farming. is com- Don Welch, 19, who are both towards making the project suc- 9r other non-visitors parking in
sophomore Resource Economics cessful.
the spaces."
ing to UNH.
"It's true that mini-dorm resiThree students are planning majors l_i'\'.ing in the EnvirortmenAquaculture is the science of
and ?rganizing an experimental .tal Mini-Dorm.
growing food in water. A project dents don't have a place to
Once the ·project gets . under· of this nature will involve re- park," said Dean of St~dents
freshwater aquaculture project
to be completed next summer. way the three hope to be able to search in.t o potential fish species Robert Gallo. ·
"There have been a few tnisun..
The students are Mike Yurgeles, acquire funding from varipus and previous successful aquaculderstandings concerning the way
19, a sophomore animal science sources. They indicated that supthe passes· are issued," said Buinmajor, who lives in the UNH port f~om faculty and the ad- AQUACULTURE, page 8
icky. "We are just trying to elim-

Students try fish farming

~

IJ I

The parking lot beh,ind Newsky's was filled with vans Sunday-afternoon. well, almost
van company. (Steven Morrison photo)

i!late writing hundreds of tickets
a year. We hate writing tickets."
"Personally, I don't see any
hassle with the system. The officer on duty has taken quite a bit
of abuse and he's handled it
well," said Buinicky.
· Some residents of the Forest
Park area look unfavorably at
the new traffic ·control · system
for visitors at Forest Park.
Cynthia Brown, a junior education major, said, "I never
would have moved here if I
knew my visitors were going to
be interrogated."
Brown added, "I'm involved in
a heavy issue with the state and I
don't want my friends monitored.,, Brown is a member of
the anti-nuclear Clamshell Alliance.
Last week, Brown said one of
her friends was refused admittance to Forest Park. "He didn't
believe Neil was coming here to
visit me. The officer gets to pass
jurisdiction on who he believes is
a visitor."
At another time, Brown said
one of her friends was detained
for an hour before he was al1ow e.d to enter Forest Park.
lfowever, the person was planning on visiting for only an hour
so he left.
Now, Brown said her friends
don't even bother trying to visit
Forest Park with their cars. She
said they just park at the Memorial Union Building.
Some Forest Park tenants are
content with the system.
"It's not fair to us to have
strange people parking in the
spaces for Forest Park residents.
I don-'t think there's anything
wrong with the questioning.
How else can they control who
comes in here?" asked senior
Home Economics major Irene

FOREST PARK, page 13

I

filled, save for the little fella in the front·row.

vans were advertising an area custom
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With mixed eniotions

Porter to leave UNH

TUESDAY, Septe_!llber 28
RED CROSS BLOOD BANK: "The Wonderful Land of Oz/' Granite State Room, MUB, 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
PRINT SALE: Prints of the mastersJ EAst-West Lounge, MUB, 10
a.m. - 4 p.m.
HUMANITIES LECTURE: "The Odyssey: The Structure," and
{'The Odyssey: The Central Themes," films, Richards Auditorium, Murkland Hall, 11 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
MUB PUB: "The Wild Ones," Marlon Brando, 8:00 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, September 29
RED CROSS BLOOD BANK.: "The Wonderful Land of Oz,"
Granite' State Room, M UB, 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
PRINT SALE: Prints of the masters, East-West Lounge, MUB, 10
a.n:i. - 4 p.m.
SI DORE LECTURE: Moshe Dayan, a most controversial and respt::1..tcJ Israeli, will opoak in SnivoJy Anm.:;i, 8 p.m.

UB PUB: Rick Bean, funk & b\Jmp, 8 p.m.

THURSDAY, September 30
RED CROSS BLOOP BANK: "Jhe· Wonderful Land of Oz," Granite State Ro0m, MUB, 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
THURSDAY-AT-ONE: "Hannah Levy Sings and 'Performs tfie
·New Feminist Lyric." Hannah Levy is a poet, songwriter, musician, and entertainer, Room 130, Hamilton-Smith Hall, 1 p.m.
MUSO FILM: "Dr. Strangelove," Strafford Room, MUB,.. season
pass or $.75 at the door, 6:30 and 9 p.m
MUB PUB: "Skydriver" Band, 8 p.m.

FRIDAY, October 1
LAST DAY TO COMPLETE AND RETURN "INTENT TO GRADUATE" CARDS TO REGISTRAR FOR DECEMBER GRADUATION.
LAST DAY TO ADD COURSES WITHOUT $10 LATE ADD

FEE:
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By Kristina Oleson
Clarence Porter, assistant vice
provost of academic affairs, is
leaving UNH at t.pe end of this
semester. He has accepted a position as associate vice chancellor
of academic affairs for the State
University System of Minnesota,
because, according to Porter,
"They made me an offer I
couldn't refuse."
Porter notified David Ellis,
vice provost of academic affairs
last week. Porter said that his de·
cision to leave UNH was a ''very
difficult personal decision," but
not a difficult decision to reach
professionally. He feels that people "have to leap at an opportunity if it looks and feels ri!!ht.
and this one does to me."
His new position will be in the
central systems office that works
with seven state colleges in Minnesota. Porter feels that his new
position will be an "excellent

professional experieJ1ce"
"It will be a new set of
challenges", Porter Said, "It's always good to rech~rge the
batteries. I've always believed
that people should move to new
responsibilities periodically, so
they don't get stale,"
A major part of his UNH job is
to assi,st Ellis. Th.is includes
administrative duties and
working with students ·on academic problems. Porter said that
students come to his office at
Thompson Hall "for a variety of
reasons. For some, it was the last
lStoponthe pyramid."· •· He
has been pleasantly pleased by
the students he has worked with.
"They've· b~en highly
motivated." he S3Ys. However. he
says that some students come in
expecting more than the office
can give.
'
In.. addition to his duties as
assistant vice provost, Porter is
teaching a section of Biology

403. He says he is. "enjoying it
immensely." Porter · explained
that ''it was a late switch, not
regular assignment. I requested
the opportunity to teach, which
was granted. So' far, it's been a
lot of fun."
Porter will have been wdrking
at UNH -for four and a half years
by the time he lenes. He explained that when hE· first came
to Durham, "It appeared to be a
very attractive position, and at
the time it offered me a di fferen t perspective, different tasks.
The responsibilities were some
that could broaden my professional background;"
Porter feels tfo1.t UNH "has
made great strides sinc;e I've
been here. The momentum is in
thP right rlirection. The University has tightened academic requirements, and I think we are
providing students with a better
quality education. I think that

a

PORTER, page 13
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YE -OLDE BRASS KNOCKER
Restaurant & Pub
41 Main Street , Durham
Mon. through Saturday _ ll:OOam

~

1:00 am

Sunday ll:OOam - 12:00 midnight
~ Watch fo r o pening date of our lounge)

--------------------------------~-------~

•THE HARVEST FESTIVAL
Sat., October 2, 1976

Canaan Fair Grounds - Canaan, N.H.
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· ~\\.~ Gates open Friday 6 PM FREE CillPING ON SITE
Tickets $8.00 in advance, $1-0.00 at the gate

a

Tickets available at all Ticketr on Outlets
The Pantry - Durha~
Stuart Sh a ines, Dover & rort~mout~
or by mail with a stamped self-addressed envelope and a mone_y order to
u ·a rvest Festival P 0 Box 70 Tilton , N.H. 03270
Directions, Rt. 93 to Rt. 89 to exit I 7

CONCERT BEGINS AT 10

l~M
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GENERAL
YOUTH SWIM PROGRAM: Offered by UNH Recreation
Department. The sixrweel< program offers instruction to
ch ildre11 in grades 1 -through 12, beginners through ad·
vanced. Re9ister September•27 through October 1, Room
151, Field House, 9 a.m. - 4 p.l'Jl'. UNH family recreation
µass holders $6; others $15. For more information call
862-2031.
GRAND MASTERS TENNIS, TOURNAMENT: Benefits
the UNH ski team and features sucl1 guests as Pancho
Gonzales, Vi_c $eixas, Frank Sedgman 1 ·Pancho Segura,
G rdner Mulloy. October 8, 9, & 10, at the Mt. Cr.an more
Tennis Stadium. Matches begin at noon. Tickets available
trom the Ski Team. Ad1,1lts $4, childrnn $3.
OC T O BERFEST: October 2, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m, at Phase
II of ForesLPark. Ct.iildren of all ages are invited, bring
your "parents too! There will be glimes to play, prizes to
win, food to eat, and lots of fun! So come loin us. Proceeds to benefit tile Forest Park Day Care program.

INFORl\.1ATION SESSION: Information provided a~t
the UniversttY and admissions requirements and policies
Saturday, October 2, Room 208, Mcconnell Hall .. 10:30
a.m. Tours .of the campus are conducted every Saturday
and Sunday when school is ini session. They leave from
the Memorial Union building at 2 iJ.m.
PR.E.;_LAW STUDENTS: Meeting for pre-law students in·
terested in attending law school Thursday, September 30,
Room 201, Social Science Center, 1 p.m.
GRANTS FOR FOREIGN STUDY: Information and ap,>Hcations for -Fulbright Hays, Rhode~, and Marshall Scho·
larshlps, Fellowship, and Grants for Study in Scand inavia
are now available in the Dean of Students Office, Huddleston Hall. Tile closing date for many of the scholarships is October 15, 1976, so hurry!

CAREER

AN 1MAL INDUSTRY CLUB: Meeting, Wednesda-_y, September 29, Room 202, Kendall Hall, 7 p.m. Will" discuss
Deerfield Fair.

CAREER PLANNING DROP-IN: Informal sessions for
underclassmen and graduating students interested in discussing and sharing their ideilS and concerns about what
they will be doing after graduation, Thur·sday, September
30, Room 203, Huddleston Hall, 6:30 p.m.

4-H COLLEGIATE CLUB: Meeting, Tuesday, September
28, Carroll Room, MUB, 8 p.m. Sh0rt business meeting
to discuss tour of Strawberry Ban!<e or hike in White
Mts.

RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Lecture and dis·
cussion sessions devoted to job-getting communication
techniques: resumes, cover letters, etc., Thursday, Octo~f:st~n C~~~~r ;;J~n;.'~? and Placement, Hoom 203, Hud-

6

STUDENTS FOR CAREERS: Meeting, Thursday, September 30, Career Planning Office, 8 p.m. New members
welcome.

liv:.n Qoom, Mur;;i, J. - p.m.·

JUDO INSTRUCTION: Tuesday, September 28 and
Thursday, September 30, Wrestling Room, Field House,
7:30 p.m.
"
N.H. STATEWIDE RAPE CONFERENCE: 5<).turday, October 2, Concord H1gh School. The movie "Rape Cultu.re" will be shown continuously during the afternoon.
Si:>eakers: A~ice Richmond~ Boston District Attorney and
Sharar. McCrombie or Beth Israel Hospital. For more information call 225·2739.

SI KA RAN KARATE: Tuesday, Seµtember 28, and
Thursday, September 30, Fencing Room, New Hampshire
Hall, 7 p-.m.

WILDLIFE SOCIETY: Meeting, T:1ursday, September
30, Room 14, -Pettee Hall, 7 p.m. Newcomers welcome.

WOMEN'S SKI TEAM:... Meeting, Monday, October 4,
Room 38, Field House, 3:30 p.m.

BIG BROTHER/B~G SISTER PROGRAM: Be a needed
friena to a young teenager. 2 hours a week is all the time
it takes. For information calt Kirk 868-5494.

VARSITY WRESTLING TEAM: All interested please reµort 'to Room 30, Field House, 7 P.n:i., Thursday, SEP- 1
tember 30.

WOMEN'S CENTER DROP-IN: Every Wednesday after·
noon, 12:30 • 4:30, infOfmal meeting time with the staff.
Bring your lunch.

MEN'S VOLLcYBALL PRACTICE: Tuesday, September
28, Gym, New Hampshire Hall,~ µ.n;i.

eREW CLUB: Meeting, Thursday, September 30, Carroll·
Belknap Room, MUB, 8 p.m.

land to lan·d,_finding work in different places as they go along.
"Getting there is all the Iun,"
Berquist said. "Pve always really
liked sailing and navigation."
Sometimes he wishes he was
living back in the era of the hig
whaling ships of New .Bedfo~d
and Gloucester, at other times in
the l9!D's andl900'swhen '~nd
ing" on the high seas was

common. Even now, Berquist
says he doesn't feel especially
unique.
"It would be impossible now
to make a list of all the people
who have sailed around the
world," his wife added. "Maybe
20 years ago you could have, but
now more and more people are
voyaging."
For now Ann - and Harry
Berquist confine their travels to
theii: dreams.

Protest time
new administrators on campus,
tuition increases, and the ''unFarnham discussed the poi;i;i- ruly n::gl:siratton procecture.··
bility of presenting a petition to
"Everyone up here thinks that
the Board of Trustees listing the the new registration system is
demands that the student gov- lousy," said Farnham, "but the
ernment wants to see impli- registrar, Stephanie · Thomas, is
mented. This petition would be going to go. right ahead and use
signed by members of the entire the same procedure next
stu_d ent body.
January."
''This is a waste, a waste of
Asked what other issues
bothered him with regard to the st:.udents' and taxpayers'
administration, Farnham said money," he added. "And I am
that they included the -pass/fail not going to keep my mouth
situation, the growing number of shut about it."

ORIENTEERING CLUB: Tuesday, September 28, Grafton Room, MUB, 7 p.m.

ADOPTED GRANDPARENTS: Informational meeting
Thursday, September .30, Carroll-Belknap Roem, MUB, 7
p.m. This program is trying to reacil out to tl1e elderly
people in the seacoast area.

UNH WATER -POLO: versus Phillh>s Exeter Academy,
Wednesday, SEptember 29, Pool, Field House.

ACADEMIC

WOMEN-'S ICE HOCKEY: Meeting, Wednesday, September 29, SEnate Room, MUB, 7 p,lll.

INTEGRITY CLUB LECTURE: "The New Consciousness Essential for a New world," with guest speakers Bill
Bahan and Sharon Rehseni1ouse, Room 201, Social Science center, 8 p,m.

MOTORCYCLE CLUB: Thursday, September 30, Grafton Room, MUB.

PREMED-PREDENT STUDENTS: The Premedical·
Predental Advisory Office, Room :H.9, Parsons, is open
1:30 • 4 p.m. Monday through FcJday.

UNH TRACK.TEAM: Meeting Thursday, SEptember 30,
Ro_om ~34,_ F.1eld House, 7 p.m, Everyone interested in
competing in track (both _indoor and outdoor) must al·
tend this meeti_ng. If _YOU cannot attend, contact John
Copeland. Practice begins October 4.

INTRAMURALS

.ANSWERS

TO
COLLEGIATE
CROSSWORD

WOMEN'S SWIM TEA~ Organizational meeting Man·
day, October 4, Pool, Field House, 4 p.m.,
'

TONY S BICYCLESHOP, INC.
1

SCHWINN®

BOAT
continued from page _3

FARNHAM
continued from page 1

CLUB SPORTS
SAILING CLUB: Meeting, Tuesday, September 28• Sul-

CALIFORNIA EXCHANGE PROGRAM: Meeting, Monday, October 4, Strafford Room, MUB, at noon for all
interested students. There will be a slide show about-the
program.

Boat Builder

APPROVED LE· TOUR

LUG FRAMES · 10 SPEEDS

•mit1J #rotbtr~ llub
&
lli ning l\o om
TUESDAY
ROARING TWENTIES NITE
"PRO-HIBITION BANJO-BAND"
BRING YOUR KAZOO, STRAW HAT
For 1 FREE Draft Beer

_WEDNESDAY
CO.L LEGE NITE
THURSDAY
FOLK MUSIC NIGHT
Tuesday Sept. 28 thtu Tuesday Oct 5 Only
-c

'\c.~'3-\\~

V"

,

-r HURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY
STEAK & LOBSTERS
STEAMERS

9~

~\f.>~· ~o-tl

Appearing in Upstairs Pub BOSCO

$159.95

ALLDAY

Also
used, fully reconditioned 10-spe~ds·
I 0 ·F ourth St.
Dover NH742-0494

41 Hanson St.

·Rochester NH

S32-:.4:431

Upper Square, DoYer

Tel. 742-8745
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Seabrook trial unfair
SEABROOK
continued from page 3
sible collusion, Grosse declaied
that "that is a lot of crap." He
added that he thought the whole
thing was a mass of hysteria and
paranoia:'
Other allegations Linskey
made concerned the trial itself.
"We did not get a fair trial. We
did not have proper counsel
Judge Bois waived our right to
have a state counsel. The counsel
we had was a Ma~achu~tts lawyer named Tom Lesser.
"Le~er
14wycr,"

was a good peoples'.
3aid

Lin3kcy, "but

· Judge Bois was prejudiced

against him, since Le~er had
filed an affadavit before the trial
to have him removed, because
Bois ~as the judge who issued
the injunction. As such, he practically had to convict us."

themselves, according to ·
Linskey.

Judge Bois, in a telephone interview Monday, said that the
records of the case were open to ·
anyone who wanted to see them.
. He could not .c omment on any
of Linskey's remarks since the
Linskey further said that Bois case was on appeal. ·
called Lesser a .liar before the
trial started, and that, at the bail
"I might comment if there was
hearing, "he told us that he al- no appeal pending, but as it
ready thought we were gulltyo" stands now, I don't want to say
anything that prejudiee the case
against either the defendants or
Although both Lesser himself
the state." '
and the defendants moved to
have Lesser removed from the
"I am not", he added, "going
case, the request was not to get into an argument in the
granted. Lesser sat mute press with Mr. Linskey or anythroughout the

ca~c

in protcot,

um~ el~,

while the defendants represented peal."

communication -- how to overcome
embarrass~nt and speak frankly
about a sensitive subject.
Thursday afternoon, 1-3 Sept 30th
Merrimack Rm. MUB
sponsored by
Human . Sexuality Center, Hood House

<arroUReed
THE

tennis people

PRESENT

Willie Lile case ts un ap-

1
Moshe Dayan:
Middle East Perspective
Wednesday, September 29, 1976

~
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University of New Hampshire
Durham, New Hampshire

_. ,_ '
8:15 p.m.

Israel's former Minister of Defense and Chief of the 9eneral Staff of
the Armed Forces for 5 years. Moshe Dayan' has been involved in the
military policies and political growth of Israel since his early teens. As
1
the top commander, his principal impact on the Army was to develop
the fighting spirit of the Israeli soldier.
In May 1967, under the grave threat o( Egyptian invasion and
following the popular demand in the country for "the hero of the Si~ai
Campaign," Dayan was appoin~ed Minister of ~efense ~nd was a maJor ·
factor in Israel's victory in the Six Day War. He 1s an active member of
Parliament and has recently completed his aUtobiography. He is
unconventional, daring and outspoken.
With the perspective that only one who has been there can offer, Mr.
Dayan brings many new insights to New Hampshire audiences.
A major eventl

lnungrr-in · &tylr
UNI~SEX
I

HAIRSTYtlNG

CENTER OF NEW ENGLAND
42 THIRD STREET
SUITE 10 & 11 2ND FLOOR
ACROSS FROM ' 3RD STREET
PARKING LOT, DOVER, N.H.
PHONE 1-603-742-2289

'

.

Serving New England
TIRED Of THAT UNRULY LOOICI
LET US AT

lnungrr - ly · &ty lr
Give You A llatlial Cut

Hair Surgeon Designers
SOMEBODY STILL CARES ABOUT QUALITY
A very short distance to drive to get
the very best in precision cutting.

BUSINESS HOURS

r-------------------------1

l

SPEC~L! ! ! ! ! From S~pt. 2&th through October 25th :

I we at Younger-By.Style Downtown Location only ·
I will Shampoo, Condition and Sty1e and Blow-Dry your
I hair fQr the.price Of $5.00 complete.
Call and.ask for Terry, Roberta or Mary. This Ad-must
I be presenteci' fo!" this..special price.

I
I

I

.(ONLY 4 miles from Cam.pus!)

l
I

MON-TUES-WED
THUR & FRI
' SAT

8:00. 6:00
8:00 - 8:00
8:00 - 5:00

APPOINTMENT OR WALK-IN
Appt. 7 42-2289

Appt. or Walk-In ·

I
:

·SEPARATE AREAS

I
·1

FOR MEN AND WOMEN

I

THE RADIAL CUT
. The Radial Cut derives its name from the fact
that the hair i5 completely cut the same length all
over the head, from point of radiation or tan line.
This type of cut is extremely effective on fine hair.
Fine hair requires special attention because it
often tacks a medulla. It is also effective on-heads
of hair where·a maximum of height is desired.
Hair is washed thoroughly and sprayed with
setting lotion. The lotion sets the hair, giving the
hair substantially more body. At this time, the
point from which all hair fadiates is determined.
Using fingers as a guide, the exact length at
which the hair witl just barely lay over without
standing completely can be detected. At this (\
Ieng.th, fhe hair should almost spring to the touch.' \'1.
Once this length has been determined, the entire ·
head of hair may be safely cut throughout. When
the ~ut is finished and dried, the hair wJ!I almost ·•
11 ~ :! I·•
fall mto place of its own accord.

742-2289

·

f

/

~

.

' ;

THE HAIR SPECI4iJS'T f

L-----~~~-----------------~
WE· SHA.PE YOUR HAIR EXACTLY THE WAY YOU WANT IT
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Homecoming activities
used such as paint, paper mache
and wood.

HOMECOMING
continued from page 3

The floats will be judged by
past homecoming queens on the
basis of overall originality and
staying within the scope -of the
theme·.

area of the competition is "Welcome Back Alumni.~'

Fish farming
AQUACULTURE
continued from page 4

The housing decorations, will

tion from Cape Cod have done a
lot ·of innovative aquaculture
work in recent years~ however,
this is still a virgin field which
requires further contrib'l,ltions,"
said Yurgeles• .

ture systems. The three will be
selecting a practical building design incorporating the possibility
_of_engineering alternative energy
The size of the Ooats cannot·
Clark, commented on the
The judges for the house de- -sources into the system.Yurgeles
be larger than 15 feet by nine
gave
a
brlef
history
of
the
field
•
.
goals
of the project saying, "Our
The parade is scheduled to be- corations and the cheering confeet, and the materials used can· highest hopes for the project are
tests
will
be
alumn{from
the
varnot be metal. Wilson said that in- .gin at 11:45 Sa_turday morning.
"The raising of fish by farmers is
ious Greek houses and dorms en- an old idea. With the fairly ad- to attain a practical, economical
expensi-ve materia~-~ -.s:hu,µld b.e The UNH .Marching Band will
and efficient system that an
march in the parade. -The •wth- tered in the contests.
vanced research methods availa- average family oould use on their
ners o.f _~~ ·cheering cont~t ·will:
k<:it..
2.P1aques will be presented by ble in America fisb farming farm or even in the home. Above
be judged on· ov.erall enthusiasm
tl}e
Alumni Association to the could be turned into ·a practical all, this project will prove to be a
-~rtd originality or e~eeri{
three -winners in each area of method of protein production great experience for us as the
project will involve ecology,
third area of competition eompetition and the overall win- for needy peoples.
~- is The
structural
d~sign, energy 11se,
''The
New
Alchemists
and
the
ner
Will
be
presented
a
silver
the house and dorr~ decoraenvironmental research organiza- and economics."
ting. ·contest. The theme of. this. bpw1~

The deadline f9r entering the
contests is Thursday, sept. 30.

--· - - JI~i:;tmi~mJ~: J~,

HELP
DUMP

r

Join the UNH

I
:~!'i

oong Democratsl

j

Meeting Tonighi l
}~f
7 pm
-:- -:.f i.~ !.;l

:::~::::

~Senate

propriaten_ess to· theme, originality and aesthetic appearance.

l

MEL

:::::::::

be judged on the basis of ap-

,:;:.:;I

oun
rooD1D1ates.
· Clear, rich, natural sound from
a compact unit that's a joy to live with.

Watch Out
For

'

AHe!f!£?·STEREO

SOUND SYSTEMS

Jeff !Jec.k

ALLEGRO Model H584W:

Oct 13

Solid-state AM/FM/Stereo FM Tuner with AFC. Allegro -1000 Speakers; Stereo Precision Record
Chang~r with Micro-Touch Tone Arm; Two on two
speaker matrix; Simulated wood cabinet 2Y2 watts
min. RMS power per.channel with no more than 1%
tbtal harmonic distortion, into 8 ohms from 100 Hz
to 10 kHz.
$249. 95*

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
PAPERS
THOUSANDS ON FILE
ALLEGRO Model HR587W:

Send $1.00 for your up-to-date,
192-page,. mail .order catalog.

Solid-state AM/FM/Stereo FM Tuner with AFC; Allegro 2000 Speakers; Stereo Precision Record
Changer with Micro-Touch Tone Arm; Stereo
8-Track Tape-Recorder-Player; Two on two speaker
matrix; Simulated wood cabinet, grained walnut
finish; 2112 watts min. RMS power per channel with
no more thah 1 % total harmonic distortion, into 8
ohms from 100 Hz to 10 kHz.
$379.95*

11926 Santa Monica Blvd.

-

Los Angeles, Ci- 90025
Original research also available.

!:nclosed is $ .00.

,

Please rush the catalog to:
Name---------•

AOdress - - - - - - - - City~
\
___ - - - - - -

State ---..----Z.iP -

_

THE WEDGE

MUSO

ALLEGRO Model H596W:

Solid-state AM/FM/Stereo FM Tuner with AFC: Allegro 3000 Speakers; Stereo Precision Record
Changer with Micro-Touch Tone Arm; Stereo
8-Track Cartridge Tape_ Player; Viscous-damped
. cue control; Toggle switch controls for power.
FM/AFC, FM Mute, Two. on two Speaker Matrix,
,and Hi Filter; Simulated wood cabinet, grained walnut finish; 12 watts min. RMS power per channel
with no more than 0.5% total harmonic distortion,
into 8 ohms from 40 Hz to 18 kHz. $489.95*

Kubrick's

Dr. Strangelov ·
. starring
Peter

Sel~ers

George C. Scott
Thurs. Sept 30

Try the roommate with the Zenith wcirranty.

6:30 '& '9:00

Strafford Room

MUD

Visit your local authorized Zenith dealer.
Northeastern Distributors, Inc., Cambridge, Mass.

*Distributors suggested retail p~ice
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Women

high school she was captain 6'f
the school's undefeate'd field
hockey team.

SCHOLARSHIPS
continued from page 2

-One of the women's ski
scholarships is held by sophomore geology major, Gretchen
Gatz, from Auburn, Maine. She
was recommended for a scholarship by her coach, Gail
Bigglestone after Gatz proved
herself in a successful season last
year. She usually .skiied first for
the ·women's team at UNH and
placed in every meet.

tic competitions in her junior
and senior years. Mary has begun
workouts already for the gymnastic season which begins early
in February
L

with your studies then you
deserve the money.''
The philosophy of the
women's athletic department at FIELD HOCKEY
UNH is to reward students who continued from page 19
prove their abilities to their may also have more goals scored
co.aches. There is hope that this 8.l!ainst us."
This strategy may be working
financial assistance can soon be
expanded beyond the sixteen as UNH has allowed only one
girls
· wh.o hold athletic goal in its pre-season scrimmages. According to Rillings, the
scholarships this year.
players -have worked as a team.

Field hockey

Mamie Reardon. from Melrose,
Mass. is a junior physical education major , holds a field hockey.
Gatz said,"Th~re .comes a time
scholarship for the second year.
Mamie recieved her scholarship in every· athletes life when they
on the recommendation of her have to decide to compete profession ally or continue with
coach Jean Riilings.
i;chool. College competition isn't
. Reardon said, "Once you get that heart to heart or neck to
your scholarship it's yours as neck but it fulfills my need for
long as you participate in that competition in skiing while I
sport at school, even though you keep up with achool work at the
have to reapply each year. They same time.
can only take it away if you quit
I think they shoul.d keep the
the sport."
. women's scholarships the way
Mamie plays a for- they are now. If you come here
ward line position on UNH's and prove you can be a scorer
Varsity squad. Her senior year in for the team and still keep up

,They· have also capitalized oh
scoring opportunities, something
the team could not do last year.
"I'm grateful that we have a
.full week before our next.
game, "Rilling: commented. "I
have not had much time to work
. with the players up until now."

•
carrtej
a

jefecfion

P-------------------------,
UNIVERSITY THEATER
presents

CORDUROYS
and JEANS
-And· now we have every color Levi makes

TOBACCO ROAD
By John Kirkland
From the novel. by Erskine Caldwell
October 7-9 and 14-16 at 8 PM
October 13 at 2 PM
Johnson Theater. Paul Arts Center. UN H, Durham
General: $2.50-$3.00; Students : $2.00-$2.50
Reservations : 862-2290. Group rates available.

in straights &flairs
E111c1t1ng fashions tor men .

women lie children

,.

8.1114A " '''"' ,,,,, M,l\tt•r, ·1>_.,.,,.
-or Mu''"" Ch."11'-'

~--------~~-~-------------~---------·--i
The all new and exciting
·

I

I

t
RAMADA INN
I
I·comes to you live With Top Sh~w Groupsl
I
from around the country.
I
I Monday thru Saturday
I

Ii

ii

s:3o ~ 12:30

i

Wed. Night -- Ladies' Night I
Sun. Night ! . Champagne Disco Night , I
f with Duncan Dewar of WHEB I
f Social Hour 5-7 PM, Mon - Fri

i

I

1

I
I
i

'i,
"

i

Free hors-d'oeuvres
Restaurant •• Luncheon •• Dinner Specials
Every Wed. & Fri. Luncheon Buffet,

$2.95 (alt you can eat)

i
i

Ii

I

t
i
I

i~

i

t
Silver St. Dover

~()---(). . . .()~( ) ~ ( ·

iI

(t ._.( ~ {) ._. (,. . . .(,._.(.._,._~,...

We are the precision haircutters of Great Expectations, the new hai rcutti ng
center for both m ~ · ~ ..:.! 1d

his/her cut looking the way
it's cut. ·
And we realize , if we fail to
uphold this oath , we 'll hand
over our scissors. Great
Expectations, where our cutters are sworn to listen.

~El1"i

~¥&eJ111~illlS
- Open six days a week
call 431 - 5900 Newington Mall
Call up or. come in. We're
g9ing to change the way you
get your hair cut.
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editorial----A time for action
After three or four years of student passiveness,
things seem to be (i!hanging. Students are beginning to
speak out more on issues they feel strongly about. And
they are not just talking-they are _making plans for
doing.
Surprisingly, Student Body President David Farnham
appears to be among the new breed. After
campaigning and winning last year as the calm,
work-things-out candidate against the more radical
Jim Herchek, Farnham is now talking about orderly
protest and going over administrators' heads lo get
what students want
It is refreshing tosee Farnham taking this pcsition. It
1S oov1ous working through the system has not worked.
It is time to try somethirig different.
Now don't run oµt and gather molitov cocktails, rocks
and "Down With the Establishment" signs. This is not
1968, and our student leaders are not trying to make it
that.
They should realize that violent protest will
accomplish nothing. But a constructive, orderly
protest bringing focus upon students' problems at this
University might.
The administration has been toying with students

these last few years. They also have moved into manyu
areas of student responsibility: extra administrators
hired to work with student programming; faculty on
the Student Judiciary Board, an administration
sponsored student handbook to name a few ....
Some other issues reported in these pages over the
last few weeks-the pass/fail controversy, the 24-hour
visitation plan elimination, the Stoke sign-in
policy;;..are other examples of students getting what
they do not want.
.
Why is Farnham changing his mind? Probably
because he is fed up with running into the bureaucratic
brick wall whenever he has: tried to do a0mothing £or
students.
Student Government member Ricll Mori said he does
not think the administration takes students seriously.
We believe the administration does take students
seriously. The problem has been students not taking
themselves seriously.
Too often, students have been giving up as soon as it
appears they are not going to get what they want. This
defeatist attitude has allowed the administration to
constantly get what they want! We do not believe the
administration is right all the time and the students

wrong all the time.
Orderly protest is the type of thing necessary to bring
students together on issues they feel strongly about. If
those strong feelings are conveyed to ~e administration and to the public, then perhaps some changes can
be made.
The orderly aspect of any subsequent actions must be
stressed in order for the efforts to be successful.
Otherwise the minds students are trying to
change-administrators', legislators' and- teachers'·
-will become more hardened against students'
requests, making the situation even worse than it now
io.

You, the students, are the ones who stand to benefit
from the actions that may be forthcoming. But just
don't sit in your rooms and wait and see. Participate,
either by being in a protest if there is one, or writing to
your stu~ent . newspaper bringing to light your
complaints or by getting in touch with your
representatives in Student Government to let them
know how to best help you.
You must become involved in one form or another. It
takes a lot of bodies working tQgether to topple a brick
wall.
·

Register to vote
The New Hampshire Gubernatorial election Nov. 2 is
the most important election to date for all of us. It pits
one candidate, Gov. Meldrim Thomson, who has
demonstrated he does not want to help the University
against one, Democrat Harry Spanos, who by every
indication will do what he can to aid higher education
in this state.

It is important that every student eligible to vote does
so. Does your vote make a difference? Remember the
Wyman-Durkin Senatorial election in 1974 when the
first election was declared a draw? One vote wowd
have made the difference. Another election that hits
even closer to home is the 1974 Gubernatorial election

between Gov. Thomson and Democratic challenger
Richard Leonard·
Thomson won by approximately 6,000 votes. If every
UNH student or even a majority had voted, and cast
that vote for Leonard, Gov. Thomson Would not have
. won that election.
Do not let the same thing happen again this year.
Voter registration is currently going on where you live.
Take the tim~ to register. You have a chance to control
yourdestiny here at the University of New Hampshire.
As out-of state residents, you are living nine months
out of 12 in Durham, pouring thousands of yours and
your parents' money into this state. Do you or you not.
want some say in how that moner is spent?

This year, the Board of Trustees is asking the New
Hampshire Legislature to fund 35 per cent Qf the
University System's budget. That does not seem like
much, but during the previous biennium, the state
would only fund 24 per cent. The Governor had a lot to
do with that .
Contact, the city or town hall where you are living, be
it Durham, Dover, Newmarket, Rye or whatever. Find
out how, when and where to register. Or send a letter to
the town or city clerk in yur hometown if you are from
New Hampshire to vote by absentee ballot.
For most of us, voting is the only way we have to
actively participate in the governmental process.
Don't 'Qlow your chance.

letters
Rebuttal
To the Editor:
I reply to a rebuttal in last Fri·

day"s The New Hampshire.
Gerry Baxter rebutted a lot, but
I am particularly appalled with

his remarks concerning 24-hour
visitation. '
As a student involved' in improving life foz: on-campus residents, and as a resident myself, I
was insulted by his question.
"How much right do students
have to experiment with their
lifestyle?" That question is not
only absurd, but archaic.

. His opinion of a dormitory as
just a place to sleep, a barracks,
and that the diverse students
within have nothing to offer
each other is narrow and close•minded. I, for one, believe that
what I ha,,~ learned from my
peers within the dorm is as valuable as the textbook rote I've
seen in class.
l
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The students living on campus
are adults with the maturity to
resolve the pertinence of their
own educatfon. If students paying $700 to $800 a year to live
on campus believe that visiting a
member of the opposite sex
after 1 a.m. on weekdays and 2
a.m. on weekends is not criminal, morally unjust or does not
interfere with their education,
they should have the right to do
so.
He also implied that it was " •••
· the parents and President Mills
who have to live with the results
[of 24-oour visitation]." This is
also ridiculous as my parents are
over 100 miles away, comfort;.
able with the thought that I can
act responsibly. I have never met
President Mills.
I'm not addressing the
"whys-and-wherefors" of 24-hour visitation, just Mr. Baxter's
letter, because by infer-ring that
students have no control over
their lives, and that dormitories
are mere barracks, Mr. Ba:x:ter
has insulted me, the Dept. of -Residential Life and the 4,000-plus
other students living on campus.
Terry Monmaney
226 Gibbs·Hall

Books
To the editor:
_
Most college students are
pressed for money. Tuitiol!,
room and board, gas and insurance, clothing and other
necessities continue to rise in
price.. The worst offender of the
student's pocketbook is BOOKS
& SUPPLIES. lriihe University's
bulletin; $150 is the amount
stated as adequate for books and
supplies for the entire year,
That figure is totally ridiculous. Last semester I paid $70 in
the first two weeks of classes.
Later in the semester there is
typewriter paper, covers, ribbons, cards, pens, notebooks and
duplicating machine c_o_,.sts to befigured in -bringing t)ie total to
$90 or thereabouts. '
This semester the prices for
books have flown sky-high, in
three courses around $15, and in
one course over $20, not counting supplies $65.4a and one
book ($4.50) I borrowed from a

About letters ...
Letters.toThe Editormay be maUed to: the editor, The
New Hampshite,Room 151, Me1'iorial Union Building,
UNH, Durham N.H. 03824.
·Letters must be a maximum of 500 words typewritten
and double-spaced. Minor editing will be done when
necessary. Final decisions on letters are the editor's.
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friend.
What is being done? On the
student level there is the APO
Book Exchange and a book Sa.le
in Williamson, and private sales
-all very popular.
What are the professors doing?
It seems that they are close to
nothing doing. My mother told
me tha.t in her day they-had one
hardcover book per course -an
expensive non-medical textbook
was $10.00. Since the change to
paperbacks, the price has not
gone down much ( $5.95' - $8.95
regular prices for all but commercial paperbacks [ $2.25] ) but
the number of books have gone
up. Psychologically, the professors feel they can request more
since they are less in pi-ice -but
three paperback $5.95' books do
not a $10.00 hardcover book
make.
The Bookstore, meanwhile, allows the prices to go up and, in
all

probcability,

thoir
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too. It would be interesting and
a service to student and professor alike if the Bookstore would
offer a listing of the wholesale
price of ·each book. They should
sell the books only slightly (if at
all) abovecost.
Of course, it could
be the book publishers themselves who should c'.lt down.
They know that the textbooks
, they publish must be bought by
the students and so increase the
cost to whatever they can get away with (they-think).
What can be done? The Bookstore should try to sell as close
to cost as possible -~fter all the
University is a non-profit organi7.ation. They should also bring
pressure down on the publishers
to cut their costs as much as
they- can.
.
One of the reasons APO and
other book sales do not have larger success is the plain fact that
many professors will change
books for the same course each
semester, thereby making it impossible for a student to resell or
buy a second. hand book for that
course, When possible, do use
paperbacks and look for a paperback that will fit the needs of
the course, write the publisher
and demand paperback editions
of books you want to use. Cut
down · the number of books
necessary. Add up the Bookstore
cost of each or even $7, find a
way to cut costs by using different books or cutting one out. Avoid use of books that contain
only 1 or 2 chapers the student
will be required to read -put a
couple of books on reserveovernight reserve please. Some
professors tell their students
whether the book was used be·
Tore and even give names of students who might have the booke
on request. B'uy the books from
one class to sell to another. '
Well, I?ve' let out steam here
and a lot of constructive criticism which I hope is followed.
Everyone can do something so
do it!
D onna M • Bilo d eau
Williamson 202
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Tennis anyone?
To the Editor:
Many times a day the strong
take advantage of the weak. And
many times the weak are women, I'd like to convey to those
.reading this letter what this can
feel like.
The best .way I can do this is
to amc you to remember the
times when you were a child and
your parents would send you into a crowded icecream shop for
icecream cones, And you'd wait
yo.ur turn and everyone-around
and above you would be served
ahead of you. '
Finally, you'd come out of the
shop with your icecreams, muttering about how it isn't fair and
how when you grew up you'd
serve all little kids first. And
yQur parents would say "What
took you so long?• People who
went in after you came out before you?" And you'd say in an
angry voice "They wait on big
people first."
Well, I'm a big person now,
but recently on the UNH tennis
courts I've got that same gut
churning feeling of the ice cream
shop back again, and I could
handle it no better.
The first case concerned two
men taking over the tennis court
of their friends ahea,d of _myself

-and a girl friend.~ We asked if
they had been waiting before us.
- They said, "Yes,,, but it was a
lie, However, they got the co\llt,
Another time members of the
UNH tennis team asked myse)i
and ,a girl frie:Q.d to surrender out
court to them. We mentioned
that we had .not been playing for
more than five minutes. They
said they were sorry, but · that
they dld have first rjghts to the
courts, and maybe another court
would open up soon for us. I
must mention in this case that
we were the only twQ girls playing together on the courts abd
Ghe only people asked to give up
">ne of the eight courts. '
In both these cases I felt like
stomping my feet, crying, and
telling someone of the injustice
of it. Instead, I lived with . a
churned-up stomach, angry at
imyself for my inability to fight
back.
The result of these experiences
is _that I am now a more aggressive person, more so than my
natural inclinations would have
it. B'ut I still hope that when I'm
fu_a position of power, be it behind an ice cream counter, in
posess1cm. of a tennis court or in
some more exalted ' p~sition, I
shall remember to be FAIR 'to
those around me.
I ask my fellow students to do
the same.
Pat Dwier

Voting
To the editor.
I would like to comment on
the lovely way the persons in
charge of conducting the New
;Hampshire Absentee Ballot Voter Registration decided not to
show up at 7 p.m.' on Sept. 22.
As-.advertised on the front
,tlage bf The New Hampshire
(Tuesday, Sept. 21 ), there was
to be a table in the MUB from 7
p.m.' to 9 p.m.' to aid students
who wished to register to vote
by absentee ballot. Well,. the table was there, the students were
there, but the only aid that table
gave me was to take the load off
my feet.
After waiting for a short while
(45 minutes to be exact), I inquired at the MUB information
desk whether I should wait any
longer, only to receive a message
that the persons in charge-of the
voter registration weren't going
to be there until the, next night,
Sept. 23. When I asked the person at the information window
why they couldn't have posted a
sign at the table telling interested people of the postponed
v.oter registration, the person replied, the information window

'

had nothing to do with the voter
registration. Pm not a guy who
wastes words, so, I left in disgust.
Now, there's got to be a better
way of informing people that
someone isn't going to show up
(such as 'posting a sign or card
stating so), or is it too much to
ask of people?
Timothy A. Bamford
ForeiRn Language Mini-DQrm

SJB
To the editor:
There are a couple of minor
points which I must correct on
· an otherwise good article on the
Student Judi~iary Board; (Friday, Sept. 24), a complicated
topic.
First, there are not two appeals, as the article states, but
only one appealln the new SJB
System.
Secondly, the Student Caucus
• does not vote to confirm the seven candidates nominated by Student Body President, Dave Farnham to serve oh the SJB 's Central Board and Appeals Board.
Student Government, not the
Student Caucus is responsible
for the SJB System's Student applicants. Student Government's
executive board voted unanimously for the seven candidates
>n Tuesday, Sept. 21.
Richard Mori
Vice President
for Sp~cial Assignments

Pizza
To the editor:
This letter is in response to
Janet Prince's comment in her
article on the Durham House of
Pizza (Friday, Sept. 10) that
"the Oyster River High School
~ students might enjoy hanging
around down near the Durham
House of Pizza instead of in

front of Community Market."
Has the thrill of finally being
jn college given you tpe right to
insult those .younger than you?
Does this town belong to the
college students anyway? Perhaps you could be a little more
understanding of some people
who do actually live in this town
year round.
Name withheld by request.
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THE TULGEY WOOD
Complete Picture framing
NEWMARKET, N.H.•

OLD FARM SOCIAL CLUB ,
Hours: Mon • Sat 6 PM to 1 AM
Sunday 4 ·PM to 12 Midnight
MEMBERSlllPS AVAILABLE

SUNDAY AFTERNOON
FOOTBALL

There must
bean
ea5ierway!
,,.'~~--- -·,,

/~;·: · :•:+-

LUeslze 4'x6' TV Screen
34 Locust St.
Dover NH
742-9808
Mem~er ·&

· ~

Guests Only

868~7363

34 Maifl Street • DwhaM, NH 03824 • 8U-7363

allove Cemm11nity Market

Open 10 • S Tues, Wed, Sat
10 ·• 8 Thurs, Fri
( Even~gs by Appointment)

There is•••

. . . an easier and better way to lose
weight. NaturSlim. At last, a sensible
and realistic program to help you
slim down . . . naturally. No shots,
drugs, exercises or meEtings to attend,
No wild promises a£ overnight
miracles. Just steady, believable
results without starving yourself
or straining your will po~r.

CARE PltARMACY

DOGS
continued from page 2
sobering up. I got up and
staggered around the premises.
The crowd was very intense and
very weird -· I think they must
come from Massachusetts;
The premises were covered ·
with pizza crust, paper cups and
losing tickets. Suddenly I found
myself confronted with 70 cent
beers, and 55 cent hotdogs and
reality -- I had one dollar left. I
decided that reality was saving
my last dollar for the last race
instead of buying a beer with it.
We waited anxiously for the
last race. We selected .our last
two dogs with. care.._ Having high
hopes that they would catch the
hare. wP.

I

Starvation diets . .. exercise routines
. . . special [ugh!) recipes . .. they
m.ight work, if you have the will
power to stick with it long enough.
But how many of us do? There
must be an easiet-way1

· Dog races

c.ho~P

dog numbor ono,

Tan Tar A, and dog number five,
J. V.'s Speedrock. Tan Tar A
broke firSt and led the pack.
Speedbrook was right behind. All
of a sudden in the last twenty
yards of the race, Lilac Roa~
caug~t fire and beat Speedrock
at tlte wire by a face.
Whitehog drove me home. A
few beers -and two and a half
hours later I went to _bed
dreaming about beginner's luck.

Watch Out
for
J~ff

Beck

Oct 13

MUSO PRESENT.$
Blues8fues-fues8fuesBfues8fues8fues8fues8fu -

53 Main St.

MOPEDS

Shift, is what you don't have to do on our gas saving
Cimatti Motorized Bike. Powered by 2 cycle, ·
sipgle cylinder Minarelli engine and weighing only
, 96 pounds, the Cimatti gets an amazing 125-150 mpg .
Its low price puts it witliin reach of young and old alike .
So act now, and get shiftless!

a

DICK PENTA'S
AUTO WQRLD
160 SO. Main St.

"at the foot of Rochester Hill"

CALL TODAY 332-0506
New Hampshire's No. 1 Moped Dealer

Oct 1 Friday 7:30

Strafford Rm., MUS

Siudenfs $1.00 lln advance}
Non- Students & .a f door $ 1 .so

f ues81ues81ues8fues8fues8fues81ues81ues81ue
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f!r!ing

Porter

PORTER
continued from page 5

"WORLD OF FOREIGN STUDY I

The NH

Se 1
ss er.
"
She added, Perhaps they
co~ld just get the license _plate
number and the person they're
visiting, rather tl1an now , long
they're staying."
Terrance Gqsliner, a graduate
student in zoology, said, "I
think those white booths are a

ISRAEL

Hebrew, Management

contim.1ed from page 4

the students are responding in a
positive way to the efforts being made by the faculty and administration in that regard."
Porter is leaving with "mixed
emotions." He said, "After four
years, I've established a very
good working r~lationship. with
people, and leaving that wlll be
:very hard. ~o. even th~ugh 1
made the dec11t1on to go, it's going to be very difficult to leave
:. . them. I'll miss the faculty, the
staff, and the administrators that
1 worked very closely with."
Before coming to UNH, Porter
had worked at Portland (Ore- goo) State University for six
years. He was an associate professor of biology and. taugh~ for
his first four years. During the
last two years of his stay in Portland, he was the executive assistant t_o the President.

I

Syracuse University's

FLORENCE

needs

Italian, History, Fine Arts,

~-Iuma::ii~ies,

Philoso 1>hy, Social Science·

MADRID

copy readers
come

STRASBOURG

to

.

waste of money and time. The
traffi.c department could be
spending that money on improving parking facilities on
campus.,,

Spanish, Anthropology, Fine Arts, History, Political Science,
Business/Management, Education,_ Philosophy, Sociology,
Social Science,. Theology

room 151

French, German, History, Fine Arts, Religion, Political Science.
Social Science

AM-STER DAM
· -Dutch, Fine Arts, History ;social Science, Economics, Social Work,
i !luman D~velopment, Anthropolo~y

MUB

LONDON

English, History~~Fine Arts~ Political Sdl'.nce;·T:YR, "New:swriting,
,.
·
·
Drama, Art
1977 Spring Semester Application Deadline: OCTOBER 1st.
FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE
Divii:tion ol lntcrna.tiona.l Prugnuu:, AlJ1uau

335 Comstock Avenue
Syraeuse, NY 13210

Watch Out
For
Jeff Beck
Oct 13

315-4-23-3471: ,

Whitehouse Opticians ; Inc.
Complete
Eyeglass
Service
prescriptions filled, duplicated
frames repaired - sunglasses
Take the U.NH Kari-Van to
Dover Drug Building:6 Broadway, Dover
742-1744

classified ads··
PERSONALS
1/~

price

all next week

soc for

30
w
0

r
d
8

Conie to rooDI
151 MUB

for details

for -~ sale
12-String Guitar for sale. Best -o-ffer.
Five years oldo New strings. No cil.se~
Call Ro at 862~2410.10/8
1971 VW _."iGHIA'~~ Very Fine
Shape. First class body and
mechanical. Asking $1 350. Call
868-5000, 118-0192 Nites. 10./5
TURNTABLE - FOR SALE -Phillips
- 6A-407 - shure cart ,... used for only
4 month~ $50 - Call Peter 7 49-3740.
9/2~

For Sale: used furniture anadecorating accessories, including odd chairs,
several vanities, old kitchen tinwear,
dried floral arrangements, pictures,
and more. 248 Maplewood Ave.,
.Portsmouth, NH. 10 /8
·
For Sale: Kawasak.:. 125 Dirt or
Street, 1974, $350. 868-2382, Ask
for Jonn. 1,0 /8
1971 VW Bus Customized interior great for camping. Asking $2400.
Write Box 336 Durham, NH 03824
or visit 10 Court St. Dover, NH or
leave message at 7 42-0383. 10 /1

FOR SALE: 1969 Buick Opel. Interior in excellent condition, Engine
and body need pampering. Must sell·
best offer. Evenings 868-7230, 9/2S
For Sale: Smith Corona Elect~ic
Typewriter, Brand new never
used, $130.00 firm. Call Donna
868-2346 after 5 p,m. or
862-2291 and leave- message.
10/12
For Sale: Columbia 101peed
Bike, Extra Tubes included, 1200
miles-but in excellent shape. $65
dollars. Call: Norman - 742-8592
evenings; 9 /28

UI

Sale: 1970 VolkswBJte~FJiStbac:k
• Great en~·e, ~et!~ o.dYWQrk.t
ew brake.'1. • o~s c
l~bard u
862-2541 days -2i -a - 34 nites.

9/:.Ctl,

BMW 2002, modified engine, 10,000
miles. new paint, shocks., -brakes,
cassette stereo, oil and water pumps,
trailer hitch. Tb.is car is very fast
24-28 mpg, $4,000 or b.o.
1-889-0815. 10/8.
For Sale: Bianchi 10 speed bike, excellent condition. asking $110.00
Call 659-2178. 10/12.
For Sale: 1969 Volkswagen Bug,
Auto. transmission, New Brakes.
good tires, recent paint job, solid
body, Asking $660. CaU Dick, Hubbard Hall 304, 868-9897 or 2-17 38_.
10/5.
Jeep for sale 1947 CJ2 willys, e:x;cellent condition, rebuilt throughouh
new top antique classic $650. ·Cau
749-37d .20 Pearl St., Dover. 9/28.
For Sale: 1970 Renault R 10,.69,000
miles, new brakes, new clutch, 40
miles per gallon asking 7 50. Call
after ~:00 p.~. 8Gs-2807 • . O/ff.

f

1966 Volkswagen PrUno - . for a
classic volkswagen fan. $625, .Pall
Portsmouth 431-9891. 10/8,
For Sale; 1965 VW bug for parts. engine excellent, recent valves/clutch
body uninspectable. MuSt -sell - best
offer drives it away. leave message for
Gail at 862-1171 7:00-5:00 daily.

101!·

(

For 'Sale: 19(j7. G and wh 4 dr, -Fal~on. 6 eyl, gooa co~dition :$800•00
862-:2018. Leslie. ;10/l.
'

Wanted: to rent furnished apartment
or share one in Durham Area from
Oct. 1 - Jan. 1 Please call "868-7093
and leave message. 10/12.
Wanted Ride from Barrington (near
Calefs store) to UNH for 10:00 class
For Rent - Basement Apartment, I MWF. will share all expenses
Three rooms and bath. Some furni- 664-7702 anytime .10/12.
ture, .snow removal, and utilities included, No dogs, Kari Van Route. 5
mins. ride from U.N.H, Call after I
RIDERS ' OR RIDE - Traveling from
p.m. TeL 659-5169.10/12
Hooksett to UNH M,W,F, must be
dependable.- cah make arrangements.
Need a place for the senrester? We
Also anyone interested in traveling to
need one person to fill our
ARIZ. for XMAS Vacation. Call
apartment. Own room, $60 covers all
668-4578 or leave message in Civil
but electricity. In Dover'- but not
Engineering Dept • . Ask for Lionel
1
downtown. PAUL, RICK -,42-4306,
Rocheleau.10/28
9/21
.
.

rides

roommates
Needed immediately: male or female
roommate - own room in newly renovated furnished apt in Portsmouth.
Call Mike Sullivan at 431-8917. Keep
trying. 9 /28.
Need Roommate 1 2 bedroom apt.
$50.00 a month per -person. 2
Broodway Apt. 1 Dover, over Dover
Drug. See Darry1 or leave message
9/28.

help wanted.
Wanted - Someone to park their car
in our driveway in exchange for work
at odd jobs 1 such as ra.Klng leaves,
putting on storm windows, snow removal etc. Location near campus.
Call 8S8·9674 or See S, Dunn at 24
Woodman Rd, 9/28.
Dance instructor. Wanted to teacn
Jitterbug to interested students.·
Please contact Mark at 7 42-8824 or
Peter at 868-9723. 10/1
Figure Models.· For .Photograph~r. to
be published m national magazmes $10-$15/hr phis bonuses to $1500,
(Fifteen Hundred Dollars). - No Experience Necessary. Call Betty
749-3463.10/28
TYPIST NEEDED: Accuracy a
must, 15 to 20 P.age manuscripts,
Pay will be negotiated - Contact
Mike 868-2916. 10/5

.

services

1973 Austin Marina 2 cir. coupe.
Ohly 23,000 miles Radial tires. clean,
excellent conditfon. Stick shift.
'868--'7382. 10/12.

Looking for a way_to keep warm and
TYDinS! services: Thesis specifications
save money this winter? WOOD
followed. Must present format. Minor
HEATERS • Riteway thermostaticalediting. 75 cents per page. Extra
ly ·controlled, multi-fuel units save
charge for your re-editing. 868-7 401.
80% in fuel costs, Model 2000 @ ·For Sale: 1972 Mazda wagon 46,000
10/15.
50,000 BTU /hour; model 37 @ miles. am/fm radio, mechanically
~----------------"----~
7 3,000 BTU/b.our. Water heaters good, needs some bodywork· Larry
Men, living off-campus. Would you
available. Come over and talk with us Horwitz 862-1981. 10/1.
like
to
eat without the hassles of
- the price of a heater may surprise
cooking and washing dishes? And all
you. Integrated Thermal Systems, 1973 Honda 200 Scrambler, 5,500
for
a
reasonable
price. Call S .A,E. at
379 State Street, Portsmouth, N.H. miles, excellent condition, blue. must · 868-9831 or 2-2397
and ask · for de431-4205. 10 /5
sell - moving out West in October.
tails.
9
/28
Oruy $600.00 Call 659-2695 in NewRUBBER-Nearly new 165 SR 14 steel market. 10/1.
radial tires;i, $49 for the pair. Call
Steve at 866-7220. 9f28
For Sale: skis: Rossignol strato 105's
195 & 203 cm; brand new; warranty
LOST - Gold Bangle Brllcelet (twis-o
GOOD CAR. 1968 Dodge Dart, $450. included $100 See George Rm B-12
ted) vicinity of library T-HalY and
Call 659-2851 After 5:30 p.m. 9/28 Strattfqrd House.1011.
MUB. Please return to MUB Lost and
1966 Ambassador-4 door, Auto. 1972 Kawasaki Red S-2 "ery good Found. Must find - Has Personal
Power brakes; power steering; 70-,000 condition $550 or B.O. 749-2717 ·Valur REWARD 9 miles/one owner, Includes set · of Eve's Mui;> ·pkg. lot days Leave note.
IC a red and alack checked lumber
snows on spare wheels. Good condi- 10/lf>.
jacket is found,_ please contact Chris
tion. $400 or Best Offer. 2-2727
Moiling 868 ·28u0, The jacket and its
Days; 642-5770 p,m, 10/1
contents are important for warmth
this fall and winter.
1970 V.W; Squareback for sale. Rebuilt engine. New tires. Good body,
Lost Friday nights at the Mub Pub a
Excellent condition, Moving abroad. Ro.om arid Board in return for tutorUNH class ring. If found please reMust sell. $900. 7 42-7903. Call Mon-. ing H.s. students in Dover. Reply by
turn to Emily in. 216 Scott Hall day• ~uesday or Wednesday. 9 /28
letter. J;H. DeCourcy, 198 Dover Pt.
862.,9795 or 2-1649, iJ/28
Rd.Dover, N.H. 9/28

lost & ·found

dwellings

Ride needed to Hartford, Ct.
nearly every weekend, If you're
going my way any weekend this
fall aad have extra room please
give me a call. Will appreciate
gr~tly. Must leave ' after 2 on
Fridays.$5 fo:r gas. Contact Gary
Stone at 868-9739 (Room 221).

10/12

personals
J.M.L. · - Happy Anniversary on the
26th. Has been a great .year. Hope the
next is super. I'll try harder now. I
know I can do it. Love Dave. 9 /28
1',resbman campers: reuIJ.ion at the
MUB PUB Sunday, Oct. 3, 7 p,m.
Goin!. to catch a good buzz on.,
10/11.
Reospeed wagon: warm up for me a.t
the field house Oct, 13th. See ya, .
Jeff Beck 9 /28.
Misplaced in Quad; a small, three le1ged iguana prone-·to giggling fits and
wandering into women's bathroo:ns
for cheap thrills. Answers to the
name Spud~ Chu.ck 2-1682 or Gary
2-1592. 9/21S.
Jan · Hammer: meet me at · the field
house Qct. 13. Love Jeff Beck, 9 /28.
Hey Buddy Boy·, got an extra cigarette? save it for later or when I return;· which ever comes first. We can
do it again for sure. Love You forever. Me. 9 /28.
-

and .•.
Sophomore seeks pllTt-time wor~
16•20 hrs, a week, weekday afternoon~ light housework, some typing
skills, good at composition, etc, Must
be within walking distance of U.N.H.
Call Susan 86B-9834. 10/12
- EARN EXTRA MONEY - Earn Extra money by delivering the BOSTON
Globe in your dorm or apartment
building, Contact Howie Warren,
Community Market, Apt, 4. 9/28
UNH Dining Services has openings for
student employees in Stillingsil Philorook & Huddleston dining ha sl. the
commlsary and the bakery. WorK in
an important job (what's more important than helping to feed fellow
humans) in a convenient location.
Turn those extra hours into e.xtr.a
spending money, Inquire ..at unit of
your choice. 10/l
Visit Europe, 26 cfa.ys in January .
16+ days skiing at Zermatt, Verbier,
Leysin, Crosetes-Avortaz. and Les
Mosses. "Yvorne" vinecaves, Gruyere
cheese factory,. Bern, Castles, casino
gambling, fantastic food. Ski lessons,
lift tickets, excursions, hotels, two
meals a day, parties, all' fare; under
$800. Contact Chris Church Strafford house 148, 868-9818. College
Credit possible, 10/15. -.
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Introductory Meeting
for all those interested
in joining ' COOL-:iAID.
Wed 9/29. 9 _pm
Basement of Schofield House
862-2293

-DOWNTOWN
COPY MACHINE

1 oc No N.eed To Stand In Line
Per

Copy

~1A~l_J~JRM~. r,h~~~~! ·
D1e1161-2210

Get YOur Money's Worth
Billboard No. 1 LP $3. 99 $4.99 for Double Album

N~W
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rhe New Hampshire

~eeds reporters!

Banking in Durham
DURHAM TRUST
continued from page i l

two withdrawals in one month
you not only lo~ any interest
scrupulous in looking at other ... made, but the bank makes a lit·
tie profit. This profit multiplied
people's bankbooks, but ••• ) ·
ALL reporters,
When I got to the counter my by the_ number of students over
$60.00 withdrawal became th~ period of a year adds up.
$59.75. '
Regular checking accounts carI had opened my account a .
·old and new:'
few months ago and was never ry a fifty cent monthly service
charge plus a five cent item
hit with this charge.
"Why?" I asked. ''You never charge at Durham Trust. The
item charge, explained in a pamcharged rhe before."
sunday night
The reply w'as, "We have to phlet handed · out by the bank,
start enforcing -it now that the covers checks and deposits. This
means they charge you five cents
students are here, sir."
6:30
to allow you to deposit your
"Wh~t if you're not a student,
money.
but a resident?" I asked.
No comment. '
room 151
In Worster,_. Massachusetts;
On the average most students
have a saviIU!s account nf ap- where I camP fl-om , bank.: woro
proximately $75.00, according extremely competitive for anyof the MUH
to Durham Trust. If you make body's money, no matter how
...small. Wonderful things like free
checking, free NOW accounts,
_dishes, glasses, watches, tires and
_ ·HELP WANTED IN NEW MUB SWEET SHOP
Christmas trees were offerred to
Work-Study Students and Non-Work-Study Students Welcome
new depositors.

Meeting for

General Meeti_ng Wednesday September 29, 1976 at 3:00 PM
in the Sweet Shop

2nd floor, Memorial Union Building .

Billboard No. 2 thru 20 $4.59
$5.26 for Double Album
Most Others

$4. 99

Prompt service on · Special Orders

~(

Tuesday September 28
"THE HIDING PLACE"
starring Julie.. Harris

One Show Only 7:30 PM

XANADISC RECORD & TAPE SHOPPE
108 State St. , Portsmouth
I'
436-4420

· Wednesday & Thursday

· Admission $2.50
Septeml>er 29 &

Karen Black & Bruce Dern
Alfred Hit9hcock 's
"FA..'\UL Y PLOT"

30

6:30 & 8:45

According to Jqhn s. PUtney,
executive vice-president "of the
Durham Trust Company, the
·bank needs these charges just to
break even. The servfoe charge
on the savings accounts was initiated because students were
coming in and withdrawing two
or three dollars a day, every day.
Says Mr. Putney, ''These withdra'Wals were giving us a head- ·
ache of paperwork. We had to
initiate the charge to discourage
these withdrawals."
As for checking accounts, Mr.
Putney comments, ''We have
three times as many bum checks
than any other bank. They come
from students. In many cases we
have to go out to the dorms and
track them down. Just recently a
warrant was served to one student who just couldn't stop writing checks. We .don't want to be
bastards but what can we do?"

FOX PQINT RD

.lOarn- 3pnt

NEWINGTON, NH
03801

Through .

NOW OPEN

ThUrsday

Stick Practice
Monday • Friday
12:30 • 2:30 PM
Wed 6 ~- 9 AM

Granite
State

Ice Rentals Avallable
Ask about our
special late nite ·rates.

Room
MUB

Please Call
Make your magic in the wonderful land of Oz

. ..
'

436-0007
Newmarket - Lee

RED CROSS
BLOOD BANK

Now Availawe-Honle deUvery,

Jll IOSTOl ,LOIE
Morning & Sunday

w..111y1ate
Morning Globe $ l .25 DelMrecl before 7 am
Sunday Globe 7 S' Delivered befltre I am
To ioin our growing list of subscriben

........ 742-1571

_·IOVllmlrSCO• .
.~kN.M.
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Sarah

vaughan sang 'em sassy

By Lynne Tuohy
Onto the stage at the field
house Friday night walked a
woman of imposing stature and
grace. More overwhehning than
her appearance however was the
first and each subsequent note
sung by Sarah Vaughan, heralded as the most impressive female
jazz singer next to Ella Fitzgerald.
Miss Vaughan has the vocal
range of an opera singer; she can
hit the high notes with stunning
accuracy. In addition to range
·she commands fluency in her
phrasing and in her transition

timacy. After a brief but excellent warm-up by her bassist,
pianist and drummer, Miss
Vaughan walked onstage to a
deafening ovation that ended
abruptly with the -first notes of
"Maybe Today."
Miss Vaughan is a woman as
deep and rich as her voice,_ and
with each sweep of her arm she
embraced the audience. Her
warmth and love of performing
were readily apparent. As one
admirer voiced, "It's always nice
to go to a concert ·where the performer .is genuinely happy. You
can take only so much of the
tortured soulS.:"

,
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w1~1 Elizabeth .Grimm Jtf"M,:~~~·~ni~

~liches--haunttng, tmTake me

II

out to...
• • ::::
t he d rive-in

to mind all the
rich, mellow, pure.
:~::::::
"It's awful nice being here,"::::::::
nm~
she told the audience relating ::::::::
:·:·:·:·
the beauty of their 10-hour drive ::::::~: If th~re seems to.be a scarcity of movies whe_n you turn to the:~:~:~:~
from New York She introduced ::::~:: entertarnment section, and the ones you see have as much cere-::::::::
her accompanis.ts-pianist Karl ~~~~~~~! br~I punch as soggy pop~orn, it~s not j~st your i_ma~ination. ~~~~~~~~
Schroeder a familiar name in ~:::::::With the subtlety of a Hitchcock plot, m the past five years::::::::
New York jazz circles· bassist :::::::; American movies have changed· their fac'e.
_ ::::::::
Walter Booker. who pla~ed with ~~~~~~~ St~dios now spend . _m~re money ev~ry year to produ~e f~wer ;~;~;~~~
the late CannonbaU Adderly; ~;:~:~movies, and. the public. 1s forc~-fod .films wh~se sole ?1m 1s to~~§;~;~
and drummer Jimmy Cobb, of ::::::::attract as wide an au~1ence as possible: But tn a society that::=:::::
Miles Davis fame. All have been ::::::::mass produces everything from automobiles to hamburgers, per-:::::~:
.with Miss Vaughan for four ;:~:~~~~haps it is inevitable. Here's the s~enario:.
• ,
.
~~;;~;:~
years.
,
;~l~l=~~ Whenever a film w~s completed, studios used to release 1t. In ~;;~~1~~
Onstage, Sarah Vaughan was ::::::=:New. York or L.A. _first, the~ gradual!~ to smaller area~. No~::::::::
spotht against a backdrop of ::::::::studios release '!'0~1es essentially four times a _year; Chnstn1~s, ::::::::
musicians' shadows which were :::::::~ East~r, the beginning of the summer, and early fall. Cham-:::::::;
::::::::owned theaters bid for the films and release them simultane- ::::::::
:::::::;ously in Boston, Nashua, and Portsmouth.
'::::::::
l:~:~:~~ Although Hollywood has alway~ been a maker of dreams, j;lll~~~
;i;i~;: thsrs aro no illusions why this is so. It's an unwritten law that:::.:::.:;::

::::l:::the movies which are rewarded at Oscar time are the movied:~:f
:~:~~:~which have done well commercially. If fewer movies get releas'." ~:~:~:~:
::::::::ect they must be box-office blockbusters. Whether the movie is::::::::
::::::::good or not is irrelevant. Very few blockbusters are good be-::::::::
:;:~:~:;cause they're made to appeal to the lowest ~ornmon denom ina- ~:~:~:~:
::~:;:~:tor; exploiting such themes as violerrce, natural disasters, mass- :~:~:~:j
::::::::hysteria; and lust.
::::::::
:::::::; Thus personal, intimate, human-connection scripts are virtual-::::::::
:~:~:l:: ly written-off by studio monguls. '°And the few that are pro-::::::::
::::::~:duced, little-known treats such as Rancho Deluxe, Smile, Life- :l:l:~:j
and Stay Hungry get buried in that movie graveyard;::::::::
::::::::known as the drive-in
F:::::::
:~:~:~:1 An unfortunate off:shoot of this is that there are fow roles for,~:~:~:~:
::::::::women. When female characte_rs are created, only big name stars t:~:~~=~
;:~:l:l>re used. Barbra Streisand, Liza Minelli, and Jane Fonda further:~:~:~:;:
·:::;:;:insure that the projected blockbuster will be just that.
:::::::::
l!~!~!~ Studios and theaters determine the movies you see. They ~~~~;~l!
:::::::keep lesser known films from arriving in Durham, Dover, or~:::::::
::::::::Portsmouth. So, you can be sure that the Christmas releases will;::*::
:l:;:~:~feature a shark on a subway caught in a fire being exorcised by S~:l:j:j
:::::;:;a gJant Grisly a few minutes before an earthquake occur-s.
:::::::;

:;::::::guard

Sarah Vaughan is flanked by pianist Karl Schroeder, ba.s.§ist Walter Booker and drummer Jimmy
,.
Cobb. (Nick Novick photos)
.from the very~ low to the very
Miss Vaughan is also known as
high notes. With both of these a· superior singer of popular,
she commands audiences, and commercial songs and verified
the one Friday night was no ex- this with- her second number,
ception.
"Feelings." Her rendition of the
- The audience was small -- so~g recorded by over 500 differunder a thousand peotJle- •• and en t artists cast the audience into
lent itself well to-'the ensuing in- a reverent ~ilence, and brought

~;~;~~;~;~;;;;;j;j;j;j;j;;;~;;;;;j;j;j;j;j;jjj;jijjj;j;;;;;;;;;;i;;;;;;;;j;j;j;j;j;j;j;j;~;l;~;j;~;j;~;j;j;j;j;~;;;;;;;j;~;~;~;j;j;~;j;j~l;j;j;j;~;j;j;~;l;~j;j;~;j;~;j~~~~~~~
.
.

magnified against the mahoganv ·
wall of bleachers. She needs no
magnification to remind audiences she is a legend.
The 52-year-old singer had her
debut in 1943 with the Earl
Hines Band_, and such musicians
as Dizzie Gillespie and Charlie
Parker. Since that night in April
when she stepped onstage at age
19 and sang "Body and Soul"
her name has remained among
the top "new jazz" performers.
The range of her voice is
matched only by the range of
material Miss Vaughan sings.
_More than a touch of the blues
was apparent throughout the
program, in such songs as "I Uot
it Bad arid That Ain't Good,"
and "Misty".
The audience was seemingly
overwhelmed by her soulful ren-

.

dition o•f "Everything Must ._, Jimmy Cobb on drums beat
Change." The reality of the out a solo performance capable
lyrics, and the beauty of the of being-matched by few drumwoman delivering them were mers today. Miss Vaughan came
~ruly awesome.
back onstage to finish her perCould such a remarkable per- formance with "Until the Next
formance have a "highpoint?" It Time."
·
could and it did, in the performHer last · notes onstage met
ance of "Send in the Clowns." A with a spontaneous standmg ovaspiritual delivery Miss Vaughan bon, and it was Sarah Vaughan's
employed the depth and range turn to be overwhelmed. Not
of her resonanet voice to pen.e- that standing ovations are anytrate the listener. Sarah thing new to a woman whose
Vaughan's voice combined with name is syrtonymous with jazz
the lyrics epitomized, and in this and female vo-calists. But her
listener elicited, emotior;is too hesitation to leave ~tage, her
deep for words.
pride and delight, were obvious.
The moment of silence be- With the now-familiar sweep of
tween the closing notes of "Send ·her arm she blew a kiss to the
in the Clowns" and the audi~ audience, and with that action
ence's exuberant response is test" said "Thank you,", "You ~re welimony to the impact of the per- come," and "Until the next
formance..
time."

----------------------------------------------,
.
-

Dr. Strangelove:
Failsafe with hu1nor

Crewmen on a B-52 pas.§ around their
copy of Playboy in Dr. Strangelove.

MUSO will be showing Dr. Strangelove in the Strafford room .of the MUB on.Thursday night. Showtimes
are 6:30 and 9, and admission is seventy-five cents of
a season pass.
The film stars Peter -Sellers in three roles, including
that of Dr. Strangelove, and George C. Scott as the
Air Force general. It was directed by Stanley Kubrick
and has won 60 international awards. ·

L---~-----------------------------------------•
.
Yuck! There isn't even anything good on TV
for the next three nights. Go see MUSO 's Dr.
Strangelove.

.TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28
·

This week•s SVTO film is Rock and Soul '64, a
concert with all the musical biggies {without the

Beatles?) of that year. St9_nes, Jam es Brown,
Leslie Gore, Marvin Gay<'., Coos Rm. at noon.
Night Gallery has what could be an interesting
story. It's about a-girl who faHs in love with
a refuse-heap-. Ch. 56 at midnight.

pre-view

Alistair Cooke talks with
Prince Charles onAmerica's
Last King..Ttiesday on Ch.
11at8 .m; ·

Funk and Bump with Rick Bean in the MUB PUB.
Actor Harry Reems (Deep Tbroat) will be on the
Tomorrow show. Ch. 4 at 1 a.m.
Can't be sure w~~t's play'fng at the Franklin, but
it: could be Hr·tchto.<;k~~ Family Plot~ ~
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 30

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEM-~f:R ~9

Dr. Stra~gelove_ will be presented by_,MUSO at
6,:,JO _'\'!d ·~~~ the Strafford Room. Seventy.·fi'.'e
C.SO~Jl ~~on pass.

Francis Gary Powers: tt6zri1l&ory '!/the U:.l .
Spy Incident will be on Channel 4 .at 8: p;in.

The only other thing on is Creature From tbe
Black Lagoon Ch. 5 at 2:30 a.m.

4
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Singing telegrams could melt your blues
By Gary Langer
Imagine opening your door
one afternoon to find yourself
facing a young lady dressed in a
blue bellhop suit. Just as you are
about to inquire as to the purpose of her .visit, she breaks intQ
full song "Happy Birthday "
sung to the tune of "The Hallelujah Chorus".
Who is this girl? Is she insane?
And how does she know it's
your birthday?
No, it's not a hallucination.
It's Madelyn Spring, who is only
slightly insane, if at all.Andyou,
yes you, are being graced with
the good se~ces. of Madelyn's
.Singing Telegrams.
·
Spring is a senior at tJNH, a
music major and a member of

the summer at Monterey, California, Madelyn wrote to Currie
seeking employment with his
company. A position was open,
and thus Madelyn discovered her
true vocation - a singing telegram
delivery person.
"It was a happy way of meeting people and seeing their various reactions, such as shock,
laughter, and disbelief," said th~
ebullient blonde.
Madelyn described one assignment when she had to deliver a·
message to an army officer at
fort Ord, a military base in
Monterey ... She found the officer
in a lounge with a large group of
his comrades-in-arms. These 300
men cheered and whistled enthusiastically as Madelyn sang her
111es:sage. '"He was reany em1>artho Alpha Chi Omega sorority.
Spring spent last summer work- assed," she said, "and I felt so
ing for Don Currie's Western out of place."
On another delivery, one
Onion, a flourishing singing telegram service on . the west coast. · woman laughed hilariously for
She heard about-the company 15 minutes, " It takes control
by word of mouth, and as she not to laugh yourself," she said.
had already planned to spend
Madelyn, who5e past musical.

MOSHE
DAYAN

experiences range from- the UNH
Concert Choir to her participation in the " Kids of the King," an intercollegiate song and dance
group that performed at Disneyland two summers ago, explained how Western Onion worked.
"Anyone could call u'.s and order
a telegram," she said. "We offered songs for birthdays, congratulations, thank yous, and many
others." Madelyn would 'travel
to the victims' home,- sing the
message, and deliver a personal
message typed on the actual telegram. "People loved it," she
said.
Madelyn will open a similar
service on the UNH campus next
week. She feels that "it will be a
unique business that will fill a
student need."
If you'd like to send a friend
in a dorm, fraternity, or sorority
a friendship song sung to the'
tune of "Button Up Your Over- Madelyn Spring about to sing. (Bill Kelton photo)
coat", or to set a date to the chance..
868-9V95, and a mere five dolMadelyn's Singing Telegrams lars will send Madelyn running
tune of "Diamonds are a Girls
Best Friend", here's your big will take your orders at to deliver your melodic message.

•

More meat at the Mint Shop
By Doug·Lavin

Shop came the pouch, and
hftmburger, was lo.cally
In Durham, due to the late revolutionized. A pouch, consistnight appetites of most of the ing of piece of Syrian bread split
student body, there are four open to form a pocket, provides
trucks ready to fill even the taste where no taste has been exemptiest stomach. All have perienced before.
edible food, all are reasonably
Instead of your basic
priced, and all fullfill their cheesburgers, the Mint Shop
purpose. One, however, goes be- offers four types of cheese to:
yond just serving food, and adds adorn your hamburger, your
little personality to their . hotdog, and even yo~r steak or
already delicious menu.
roast bee'f pouch. The
The Mint Shop, parked in hamburgers are thick and juicy,
front of A.T.O. house on Main unlike the prefabricated patties
St. six nights a week, is owned of other concessions. One of the
by two Durham residents, Mary Mint Shop's most popular and Minty, both 23, who selections, the "bogu& burger"
combine their efforts to serve up consisting of hamburger with
both good food and good talk, lettuce, - tomato, and
something often hard to find in mayonaisse, invariably makes a
the concession stand business.
newcomer in town a regular cusBefore the Mint Shop came to tomer.
town, hamburgers and hot dogs
While the Mint Shop is
in Durham were served in the popular because of its good
usual tasteless rolls, food, it also appeals to many as
accompanied by cheese or just a social hangout: Mary and
plain ketchup. With the Mint Minty have a good rapport with
th~

SNIVELY
ARENA

a

a

Sl'eliE elllell
Tues - wed

THE BANZAI BAND
(with Carl Watanabe),

Thurs ;
C~OSSWINDS
Fri - Sat

JAZZ QUINTET·

GEOFF BARTLEY

®DANSKIN'S
Great F9r Gymnasts!
Designed For Dancers!
Versatile For Daytime
And Evening Wardrobes!

*

Also see

Mens Warm-Up Suits
100% acrylic
sizes S-M-L-XL
Values to $19.00

Just $14.50
OPEN
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 9:30 AM to 9:30 PM
SATURDAY 9:30 AM to 5:30 PM
SUNDAY 1 :00 PM to 6:00 PM

Mastercharge & Bankamericard

corner of Maplewood & Central Ave.
Portsmouth NH

I

our line of

selva .
Ballet Slippers
Toe And
Tap Shoes

*

SHAINES SHOES
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS
429 Central Ave, Dover·
110 Congress St, Pt;t ...smouth

all of their customers. As a
result, many customers remain
long after their last bite of food
is gulped down their throats.
Aft~r your first visit to the
truck, you are always welcomed
back , with a smile, instantly
enjoying the benefits of being a
regular. As Mary, a brunette
with a great smile, explains it
"We don't like to think of them
as customers, but more as our
friends/'
What drives one to start a food
truck in Durham? Minty, a slender blonde explains her prior
training, "My botany degree led
me directly into the burger busi·
ness. Of course, it just took me a'
while to realize this." Mary had
a more practical reason for
entering into the... world of fast
food. "My mother always told
me that the best way to a man's
heart was through his stomach."
The gage of success for their
business is not derived from the
revenue minus their expenses,
but something much more
important. "Our success varies
with our weekly tip totals. We
like to make enough to . cover
our Sunday night drinking costs.That's success" Mary said.
One of the different aspects of
the Mint Shop is the two girls'
love of hats. Mary and Minty
don anything from farmer hats
all the way to derbys. As Mary
explains "For years we've been
looking for an excuse to show
off our hat collection."
It would seem to many that
cold nights on Main St. is not
the way two attractive young
ladies would like to spend their
time. Minty looks at it in a
different way. "Although work
interferes with our love life, we
always know where the parties
are and, of course, in our old
age, we'll . have plenty of good
stories to tell." ~
Both also enjoy their recent
local fame. "It's hard to walk
down the street these days without being recognized as the
pouch lady," Mary said.
After being in business for
only one full year, the Mint
Shop, seems to have become an
institution in Durham. However,
Burger King rem(lins on the horizon. '. They do not worry about :.
the future. As Minty explains,
"They can have it their way and
we can have it ours." The Mint
·Shop should continue to
prosper, for it offers something
Burger King will not be able to
provide; personality, good talk,
and Mary and Minty.
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comics

Salaries
WOMEN PROFS
continued from page 1
o.f female faculty- as role models
is well established. But the lack
·of women in many discipline
areas makes the hiring of women
difficult."
Ellis stated 'that while the University encourages women to apply for higher positiorrs, most of
them are for assistant professorships rath'er than full ones.
"There are few higher level positions open to women because
there is so little turnover/' he
said.
"Women's success rate in
being promoted has been shown
to be just as great as men's,"
Ellis co.ncluded. _
About the fact "that both women are in the Physical Education Dopartmont, llookwith oom-
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by Jeff Millar & Bill Hinds

mented, "physical education ·and
nursing are more likely to have
... AND-WITl-t THE DIV~SIONAL
full women professors because
there are more women in these
RAC£S VIRTUALLY WRAPPED
departments than there tend to
UP, THE ONLY PROBLEM .
be in others."
.
FACING
TEAM 8£TWGEN
- Until a few years ago the
Physical Education Department
NOW AND TH£ PLAYOFF~ ...
was divided into men's and women's. Beckwith said that a few
years ago the Nursing Department had a full-time woman pro'fessor, but she has since left.
"So you see," concluded
Beckwith, "if there are more women in a department, the more
likely it is that there will be pro·
motions of women in that department."
by Garry Trudeau
Regarding salary inequiti~s,
Bt:..ckwith said, "When I- left as
chairwoman women's salaries
SAMM'f: IUHATARc
VIRGINIA?!
GOOO
SAMMY, YOU P(K)li!.
YOV STILL- 70/t.!Ne
were higher than men's in physieboo
,YOU7lJW
OH.. f)/0
lffO!lNINGi . H&UO, MORNIN6,
FOR TH/5 Ot.' 7YRANT NOTIN
/)£.Vil, THIS ISN7 11/UAT"P
cal education here. We were very
M8 7Hl5 SAMMY,
I .I.ET
VIR61NIA-IT~ wn'"'' · ··
NATE. NE/OHFOR.? HAVCN'T YO(J Vl/?61NIA,
SAMM'ft
hit?hly respected.
IUAS
VIR- I CAN
'PIECAT
-11&4/?lJ A80tJT
JOSH!
SIR.
MA5SACH/Jserr5.
OH,
"The men had other responsiGIN(A!
our
or..
A FREE STATE/
I
ABOUT/ON?
I
bilities such as coaching which
\
/
I
took them away from teaching.
They had a lot of pressure in
dealing with the public_.
"I don't know what's happened to change this situation," she
said. "I suppose the next chairman after me wasn't · such a
fighter," she laughed.
Asked what she had done in
this area, Beckwith replied
"Compared to Miss Browne,
practically nothing. Well, that's
not really true of course. I
ANSWERS, :PAGE 6
served on a committee in Washington in the 40's exploring use
of audio-visual equipment in the
53 Shaver sound
24 Gambling scheme
ACROSS
classroom.
54 William Peter ~ 25 Military address.
1 Mistake
55 Ali ~
26 Woman in the
"I felt strongly about this. It
7 Threw away
59 Kill as a sacrifice
military
was when media was just coming
15 Beach hut
61 .Heretofore,
27 Spanish gord
to the fore in the classroom. I
16 Broadway event
28 Famous s~x expert
poetically
had a screen put in every class17 Cartesian coordi63 Dickens character 30 - ' s cramp
nate point •
64 Canadian city
32 Tenn of endeannent
room. UNH got one of the first
18 Certain accountants 65 Caution in advance 34 Alias initials
opaque projectors. I also worked
19 Tennis star
66 With precision
36 Certain-fireann
with Miss Browne on outdoor
Virginia 38 Famous Hunter
20 Near the back
education."
39 Compass point
DOWN
22 Shoot the breeze
40 Steinbeck's "The
Beckwith added that she has .
23 Albanian, Bulgarian. 1 Barge
pony_''
taken an interest in nutrition
etc.
_ '2 Pasternak heroine 42 sandwich
and weight control. "I'm very
24 --Japanese. War
3 Footnote abbrevi44 "To Catch - " 25 Got up
concerned with over·weight in
ation
45 Screenwriter
29 school
4 Call for
Dalton this country," she said. She
30 Mr. Earp
5 Prefix for cycle
46 Driving machine
teaches two courses iQ. figure
31 Social outcast
6 Raccoon!~ Yelat1ve 48 Telephone company
control. "We are getting a great
- 33 Loved ones
1 Started, as an
51 " - Suite"
35 Carroll of TV or
engine
·
deal of assistance from Jean
52 Keep an Donald of lllOVies
8 Medieval wars
(watch)
Meyer, the nutritionist."
37 Skip over water
9 Fortification
54 Homonym of a color
Browne has published a var41· Muscular strength
10 Yellow dye source 55 rays
iety of articles dealing with as43 Comfortable (l wds.) 11 Theatre section
56 College subject
44
"
...
poem
like
"
12 City in Illinois
(abbr.)
~cts of physical. education. One
47 Canadian province
13 Wandering
57 What Earl .Anthony
of' her masters' theses dealt With
(abbr.) '
1'4 Autocrat
does well
Adams Point. Browne haS- also·
49 Plant in sotl
21 Eel-"shaped
58 On vacation
written short stori~ and pro50 Cafeteria item
amphibian
60 United
51 Annoy
23 College cap
6~ Highway (abbr.)
duced three movies for too UI)i~
versity.
©Edward Julius. 1976
Collegiate CW76-4
Asked if she thought she was
in a token position, Browne re- ~ ,;.----------~--------------......-;
plied in a firm voice, "I certainly
do not. I feel I have definitely
earned my position."

mt.
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crossw~rd

VESPER MOPEDS
Tire Sport Shop
84 South St.

double feature
"SEVEN BEAUTIES"

228-1441
5 % discount with college ID 's

"ONE FLEW OVER THE

"SWEPT AWAY"

CUCKOO'S NEST"

Starts tomorrow

Starts tomorrow

- ______ .!!!~--~rnw H~PSHIRE
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sports shorts
Ivies 4 YC 0
It was the weekend of Ivy League football vs. Yankee
Conference football. The score: Ivies 4 YC O.
Perhaps the biggest surprise came from the Brown-Rhode Island
game.
Brown the defending Ivy league champion went into the game
about a two touchdown favorite and came out with a 3-0 win.
The lone score came in the second period.
URI had the ball fourth down and seven on their own 23. Ram
coach Bob Griffin tried a fake punt.
'
URI Pun~er Peter Walsh ;threw an incomplete pass and Brown
got possess1on •. Brown·s Greg Rorke then kicked a 37 yard field
goal.
,
Harvard came back to defeat Massachusetts 24-13. The Crimson
overcame a 13-3 deficit early in the second p~riod with three
touchdowns.
UMass coach Dick MacPherson was asked if he t~ought Harvard
had done ~nything surprising after the game.
''The only thing that surprised me about Harvard," he replied
"was that they~on the game."
Counecucut lost Its thmt game ma row to 'Yale 21-10.
The Huskies stopped Yale's first string quarte:rback, Stone
Phillips. But they couldn't co,ritain the Elis' second string
quarterback, Bob Rizzo,
Rizzo didn't throw a pass as he engineered Yale to two second
half touchdowns.
Jack Cosgrove led Maine to a 1 7-3 win over Central Connecticut.
Cosgorve completed 14 of 21 passes and one touchdown for 168
yards.
Last Friday night, Boston University' defeated Northeastern
23-20.
Tenier quarterback Greg Geiger threw for two touchdowns and
ran for another one to lead BU.

MisDlatch of the week
This week's Mismatch of the Week award goes to top ranked
Michigan. The Woverines sank Navy 7-0-14 as they gained 551 yards
in total offense.
.
·
Honorable mentions go to Nebraska for its 64-10 trouncing of
Texas Christian and to Notre Dame for its 48-0 win over
Northweste,rn.

YC soccer

BU vs. DartDlouth in 1978
Boston University has added Dartmouth College to its 1978 football schedule. According to Bu Athletic Director John Simpson,
the game will be played at Nickerson Field in Boston.

club sports
·uFO's down Maine
Last Sunday, the UNH Ultimate Frisbee team traveled to Kennebunk, Maine to open up defense of their New England Ultimate
Frisbee C~am.pionship, and came away with a 28-18 victory over a
much improved Maine Skins team. UNH pulled away from a 9-all
deadlock with seven of the next ~ight goals and dominated playin tne'
second half due to the use of fine, defensive play.
_
This weekend, the Frisbee. Cats play two games at home. Saturday, the UNH*UFO~s will play the Maine Skins behind the Field
House. The game starts at 11 a.m. Sunday, Brand~is University's
Frisbee Team visits Durham in a game to be played. on the Upper
Lacrosse field beginning at 1: 30 p.m.
·

Tennis
"What Jeff did was just incredble. He came out of nowhere and
picked up momentom as he went
along. You can see the quality
that this kid has."
Andy Harrison's story was not
as glorious howev~r. Harrison
defeated Blomquist (UConn) 6-1,
S-7, 6-0 ih the first round but then
lost to eventual semi finalist

UNH improves in loss to NU
Crossan finished the course in 27:32).
a time of 25:07 with Gelinas just
''The caliber-of Northeastern,"
37 seconds behind.
stated Copeland, "is so high we
''These times," noted Cope- really didn't wony -about the
land . 0 compare with John Mad- outcome of the team. What we
den, a co-captain from last yea.r. worked on was the individual.
We expect these times to drop
~What they've done is strictly
even more as the season goes on, - on conditioning. We haven't realto o. "
.
ly practiced on sprinting yet."
Crossan and Gehnas are both
Copeland attributes UNH's
sophomores.
fine showing to a week of hard
Sehind the Hanier co-captains " practice hinting that he might do
came Peta Hebert (12th, it again in preparation for Maine.
26: 4 5 ), John. Weston (14th,
''They've (Maine) looked pret26: 57), Bob Reinhold (15th, · ty good so far.this season" said
27:00), Mike St. Laurent (17th~ Chpeland, "so we expect~ good
27: 13), Don Deroo (19th, match." ·
27:30) and Bob Maurer (20th,

By Lee Hunsaker

Although the Cros~ country
team lost their weekend meet
against defending ICAAAA
champs Northeastern 21-40,
they came away all smiles.
"We're very, very happy with
our performance," said hanier
coach ..John Cop.eland. "Everyone except two runners -..irri·
proved their times from last
meet and those two were hampere_d by medical troubles." ·
Co-captains Gary Crossan and
Dave- Gelinas led the Harriers
across the five mile Franklin
Park course finishing third and
fifth respectively.

cat -stats
YC football

DartJDouth 24
UNH 13

New Hampshire
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Connecti.c ut
Maine
l:Joston Univ.

o 1r.1 u~~ -

Team Statistics
First downs
Yards rushing
Yards passing
Passes attempted
Passes completed
Had Intercepted
Punts/average
Fumbles
Fumbles lost
Penalties/yards

241
64
14
9

162
89
25
11

0

1

8/36.6 5/37.6'
l
2

s 1

0
0

3
0

Hoffman F(from Haverford) 6-4,
0-6, 4-6 ..
"'It was the h.'Ck of the draw that
Andy got that kind of competition
~o early,'' stated Peters.
Yet it was the kind of competion
that Peters had expected. And he
was extremely pleased with how
the Cats performed.
"The deserve all the credlt in
the world, I don't want any credit
for their success - what they did
.was by themselves."

L

1
1
0

0
0
0
0
1
1

0
0
0

Pct.
1.000
1.000
.000
.000

.000

.ooo

J.1}104 6/48

Last week's scores;
_
Dartmouth 24 New Hampshire 13
Harvard 24 Massachusetts 13
Brown 3 -Rhode Island 0
Yale 21 Conn~cticut 10
Maine 17 Central Connecticut 3
Boston Univ. 23 Northeastern 20

Scoring
UNH
Dart.

w

1

0
21

13

10
3

24

Summary-

Both Maine and Vermont won their first conference soccer
games this weekend.
,
The Catamounts downed Boston Univers~ty 3-1. UVM is now 1-l
in YC while BC is 1-2.
Maine defeated Massachusetts-2-1 in overtime Saturday. Brian
Peterson tallied the winning score with an assist going to Ted
Woodbury.
It was the Minutemen's first game. Maine is now 1-1 in the YC.
In other games, powerful Connecticut shutout Yale 3-0 before an
estimated 2000 fans. UConn is undefeated this season.
Rhode Island blanked Harvard 2-0 in their season opener. URI
goalie Bob Auletta was the star for the Rams making eight saves,
one save coming on a one on one situation.

TENNIS
continued from page 20
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First perfod
noscorlng

Next week's games
Connecticut at New Hampshire
Rhode Island at Maine
Bosto.n University at Harvard

Second period
VNH· Checovlch FG. 25 yds.
Third period
Dart- Oberg l yd, run (Lowery PAT)
Dart- Griggs 19 yd. pass from Case (Lowery PAT)
Dart- Oberg 21 yd.ruh (Lowery PAT)
Fourth period
UNH- Burnham 2 yd. run (Chec:ovlch PA VT)
UNH· Checovlch_ 37 yd. FG
Dart- Lowery 23 yd. FG

Individual
yds.
155
144
42
36
10

Rushing
Oberg (Dart)
Burnham (UNH)
case (Dart)
Coffey (Dart)
Buckley ~UNHJ
Whalley UNH -

no.
24
35
9
9
3

Passing
Whalley (UNH)
case (Dart)

att. com.
25 s 11
14
9

Receiving
Jarry (UNH)
Wilson (Dart)
Griggs (Dar~
BUCKiey ~u H)
Coffey ( art)
Burnham (UNH)
Pope (UNH)
Eden (Dart)

no.
4

8

4·

2
2'
2
2
l1

8

yds.
-40
30
24
11

8

7
- 13
2

Yds.
89
64

NU 20
UNH41
1. Flora, J, (NU)
2. Bickford (NU)
3. Crossan (UNH)
4. SenlcK (NU)
5. Gelinas (NU)
6, Doane (NU)
1. Gallagher (NU)
s. Flora. R. (NU)
9. Prest (NU)
10, Spinney (NUl
11. Day (NU)
12, Hebert (UNH)
13,..Gr'aham (NU)
14. Weston (UNH)
15, Reinhold (NH)
16. Maguire (NU)
17. St. Laurent (UNH)
18, Ngvolis (NU)
19. Deroo (UNH)
20. Maurer (UNH)
21. T. Mortimer (NU)
22, Favaloro (UNH)
23. Flnsthwalt (UNH)
24. Stolle (NU)
25. Sheldon (UNH)
26. Staton (UNH)

24:42
24:50
25:07
25:09
25:44
25:53
26:06
26:16
26:23
26:28
26:42
26:45
26:-57
26:57
27:00
27:09
27:13
27:29
27:30
27:32
28:05
28:07
28:09
28.:45
28:50"
28:51

YC soccer
BC I
UNHO
Boston College
UNH

0
0

w

1
0

1
0

Scoring-2rTd half
BC-43:SO·Shlith (unassisted)

New Hampshire
Connecticut
Vermont
MaineBoston Univ.
Rhode Island
Massachusetts

1

1
1

1
1
0
0

L
0
0
·1

T

2
0

0
0
-0
0
0
0

1

Q

1

Saves
Be

s.::ves
BC Roache· 14
UNH Riedell-17

Next weekend's games
.
Conne<;;ticut at New HamP,shire {Fri.)
Rhode Island at Maine (Sat.)·
Massachusetts at Vermont (Sat1 )

Pct.
1.000

1.900
.500
.500
.333
.000
.000
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New universal bought Field hockey team opens today
By Paul Keegan
The University of New Hamp..
shire Department of Recreation
has arranged for a $4 000 Universal Weight Machine' to be installed in the Field House within
the next few weeks.
The Universal, which should
arrive on October 10th and be
ready for use by the 15th, will
be open to .any interested students for scheduled times during
the week.
.
It will also be available for
men's and women's athletic
teams and Physical Education
classes.
The Universal Uenturion 1 o
has 16 stations to operate from.
It boasts such features as the leg
. ·press, bench press, shoulder
press and chin-up bar to name a
licw.

There ·will be a supervisor in
the room at all times to make
certain that the equipment is not
misused.
Why was the ma.chine bought'?
"1'he _equlpmen t we· .ri~d- was

t~~t~JDan

·

~hsafe,~' said,Direct~r of Recrea-

B Sharon ·Lavertu
tlon Mike 0 Neal. One of our
YTh
, fi Id h k
problems was theft, and the
e wo~en s ie
oc ey
weights were just not in good team opens its ~eas~n toda~ at
condition."
3: 30 on Memorial Field agamst
''We've had requests for this the University of _Maine (Porttype of machine for the last land-Gorham) · with freshmen
seven years," he continued, " playing a large role.
and we ·finally were a 11 o ·W e d
According to UNH coach Jean
enough m~ney to buy it. But the Rilling, the talent of the freshdemand will far exc~ed the nul!l- men is impressive. She is enber of peop~e allowe~ to use it. thusiastic about the game the
So I'm hopmg that 1f all goes
'
well, we may be able to purchase te~m, and the season.
as many as five of these ma'The standard of the fre~hmen
chines."
is very high in speed and aggressiveness, " Rilling said. "I
"There are Physical Education don't plan on having anything
classes offered that will -use the but a winning season and I exmachine," he added, "but the pect the jayvees to be undeRecreation Department bought
it for everyone at the Univer- feated again this year."
"If we have everYtlfini! workaity."
ing for us on the offensive line,
The weight room, on the inter- we should ·win," she said on tomediate floor of the Field :day's game. "You can't win
House, is now closed while the
inside· is being painted in prepar- . without scoring goals."
A record number of 80 players
ation for the delivery and instalout for the team, three
tried
lation.
times as many as three years ago.
Rilling has kept her largest squad

Herlihy f~~;;~t;~1i;~~;~;~;;~;~;i;~;~;~;m~~~;~f:;~;~f~;~;~~;~~~;

Clipping calls put a
damper on offense

:::rfr~~h3!e~~ayers. Half of them
UNH lost one of its. best players ever, Dodi Flahe~y, last year
to graduation. Rilling believes
that the offensive line will still
be strong thoµgh three of the
four players may be freshmen
today.
Junior Mamie Reardon will be
playing on the line with freshman Gail Griffith. Griffith has
scored the most goals during
scrimmages though she has not
.
played that position before.
Ret urnee Ev Hammon and
freshmen Patty McKay and Ann
Bonne are also possibilities for
line positions tod~y.
Alicia Martinelli, Cathy
Nichols, and Marissa Didio have
played for two years for UNH.
They will help s-hape the def'!11se.

·

·

· ·

Cathy NichoJs gets one by in last Wednesday's scrimmage. The field
hockey t.eam opens today against Maine at 3: 30 p.m~Peter Fait photo)
The large squad has given the ranked teams though last year
team depth and has increased UNH only lost to UMass.
the competition within the
Last season was disappointing
team.
as UNH did everything but put
There is less difference than the ball into the net. This domusual among the top 22 players inating team had only a 4-3-2 re.
according to Rilling. There are cord.
several play~rs capable of ha_ndRilling has been developing a
ling any one position.
strategy of play over the last two
UNH will ·have four goalkeep- years. She has made more
ers this year when only a couple changes this year, such as pulling
of years ago it had none who all defense players up on an ofwere experienced. Returning fensive drive. She hopes this willl
goalkeeper Nancy Gaskell will be help the team's scoring, its major
starting for the team today.
"Jroblem last season. · ·
The Wildcat schedule will be . "I!m going to bring as many
tough this season with three people up on offense as I can,"
away games in a row - Plymouth ~:he said. "I have altered it so we
·State College, Springfield Col- i::iay score more goals, but we
lege, and the University of Mass- .FIELD HOCKEY, page 9 ·
achusetts. These are highly

It's common knowledge that penalties and their consequences
are an integral part of the game of football, and in order to win, a
team has to keep the number of penalties against it to a minimum.
Generally speaking, football penalties can be classified into three
catagories: 1) the "smart"penalty., one that is taken in order to prevent a potential scoring opportunity, such as pass interference
when a receiver has a chance to score if the infraction is not made,
2) the "average" penalt~ one that results during the progres5 of a
game be~use of overeagerness ~or a mental mi.stake, like an offsides, and 3) the "stupid"penalty, a penalty resulting from an error
_ that should not have been made because there is nothing to gain by·
it and everything *o lose.
·
One prime. example of a "stupid" penalty is clipping. A clip is an
illegal block to the backside' of a player, designated as a major infraction because many injuries can result from this type of block.
Clipping is one penalty that the UNH football team is becoming ·
very famaliar with. In the Cats first two games this season, clipping
penalties hindered more than one scoring opportunity and in last
Saturday's contest with Dartmouth, this "stupid" penalty might
just have been the determining factor in the defeat.
Three clipping pe'nalties were called against the Wildcats in SaturBoston College scorea'"' 'With but not as much for this game," Friday to work out the
day's game, with the last two coming ~t the worst possible time, to
Young continued, "We did a lot ·problems. On that day powerful
a minute and a half left in the
eliminate the scoring chances· that could have meant victory for
game to defeat the UNH soccer of things that forced us into Connecticut will pay a visit to
UNH.
_
·t.eam 1-0 Saturday.
Durham.
making a lot of mistakes."
Late in the first half, with UNH leading in the game 3-0, the Big
The Wildcats will have until
Halfback Henry Smith took a
Green were forced to punt from deep within their own territory.
pass and dribbled down the left
UNH's George Cappadona fielded the punt at midfield and then
side of the field. Cutting in
handed the ball off to Sean McDonnell on a reverse. McDonnell
toward the goal, Smith drilled a
made an excellent run down the left side line, dodging and breakshot low just between the post
ing several tackles on the way, before finally being brought down ~ and UNH goalie Bruce Riedell.
on the Green 10 yard line. ·
·- •.
"I felt the goal was coming,"
But instead of it being UNH's ball at the ten, with a little over
said BC coach Hans Westerkamp,
three minutes left In the half, a clipping call brought the ball back
"We had eight or nine chances to
to the Dartmouth 33 yard I~ne, where the Cats _eventually Fst posscore and it was a matter of time
session on downs.
before ,. we popped one through."
Later in the fourth quarter, after Dartmouth had jumped out to
UNH had an opportunity to tie
a quick 21-3 lead early in the second half, the Cats were able to
the game with about a half
narrow the margin to 21-10 on a touchdown run by Bill Burnham.
minute to go. But the shot went
On the Big Green's next series of downs, halfback Jim Eden . wide giving BC possession.
fumbled the ball after being hit hard by UNH defensive end Bill
"Our fundamentals broke
Dedrick. Tackle Bill Logue recovered the ball for the Cats, giving
down," coach Art Young said
UNH a first down on the Green 30 yard line.
after the game, "The defense
The J'!!Omentum at this point had swung over to the UNH team,
played a great game but too
and it appeared that the "Cats were on their way to a ·comeback
much pressure in the closing
victory.
minuteit resulted in a BC score."
Burnham carried the ball on UNH's first play after the fumble
Riedell had done a good job of
and banged his way for a 19 yard gain down to the Dartmouth 11
shutting· off the Eagles' offense.
y-lird line.
The senior goal-tender made 17
But again clipping was called against UNH and the gain was nulsaves.
lified, with the ball being brought back to the Big Green 29 yard
Riedell is the leading netmindline.
e r In the Yankee Conference
As a result the Cats were f<;>rced to eventually settle for a field
with a .66 goals against average.
goal instead of the likely touchdown.
"We tried to bring the ball
Two clipping penalties, each one a crushing blow, and each one
upfield slowly to create space,
put a stopper on excellent touchdown opportunities. _
but we didn't anticipate," said
That is bad enough but the part that really hurts is the fact that
Young, "It's more of a
neither of these penalties had anything to do with the success of
psychological problem than
the two plays. Each clip happened quite a distance away from the
physical."
action and should never have occured.
''UNH played a slow game
Take away these two penalties, add a touchdown at the end of
with nice positioning, but you
the first half and another instead of the field goal in the fourth
could see what was developing,"
quarter, take into consideration the momentum that the Cats had
said Westerkamp, "We played an
been buildi~g in the fourth quarter, and the final score of the _game
effective zone defense and our
would have been very much different from what it was.
forwards kept pressure on the
Clipping is a "stupid" penalty and when it happens away from
ball on defense."
the actiou on the field and nullifies important plays it is even more
. "I thought BC was faster but
so.
they weren't in any better
When a team loses a game like- UNH did against Dartmouth the
shape," said Young, "They had
question is always raised, "Was it Dartmouth that actually defeated · some talen t.ed players -and they
·UNH, or .was it UNH that beat itself?"
.
outperformed us."
UNH's Dick Kiernan clears the ball in Saturday's game against BC.
"We were really up for Keene, Goalie Bruce Riedell takes a stab also. (Jon Seaver photo.)
I~rt~~~I~~~~t~r~r~r~tt~ti~fa~~~t;}~~~@f~~~Ir~r~~~~r~}~~];~~~~~~}~if {~~~f~{fr~~

Late BC score downs UNH
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UNH places third in ECAC tennis
By Lee Hunsaker
Scot"t .Taylor and Mark Weber
defended their doubles title and
Jeff Aarts made it to the finals
in singles as the Cats took third
out of 41 schools in the ECAC
tournament last weekend.
The performance. of the Cats
astounded many who expected
UNH to finish respectable at
best.
"As a team we're totally excited and contented in coming
so close to our goal of winning
the ECACs," commented coach
Dwight Peters. "This really put
us in the stage of looking for.:
ward to the Yankee Conference
ohQttlpionehips~' .

The University of West Vir-ginia copped the title with 21
points, Edinboro St. (Pa.) was
second with 16 and UNH took
third with a close 15 points.
·''We still have a lot to work.
on ,; continued Peters "but for
what these guys did is simply
tremendou~."

This year's tournament was ites, Berliner (fro~ Upsala) 3-6,
much stronger than last year's as 6-3, 6-4.
41 schools showed up' as comNext to go were Disesa (from
pared to 30 from · the year be- Georgetown) 6-4, 7 -6 and
fore. That made the competition Taragioli (F-ordham) 6-4, 6-2.
even tougher which made the
The following day proved to
victory more satisfying.
be just as competitive as the first
"To go out there and repeat quality that this kid has."
After drawing a bye in the
Andy Harrison's story was not
first round Taylor and W~J>er de- you just have to give Scott and
feated Providence 6-3, 7-5. Mark all the credit in the as glorious however. Harrison defeated Blomquist (UConn) 6-1,
Georgetown was next to fall 7-&, world," ~tated Peters.
6-3 and Oneonta (NY) were ''They're just starting to come 5-7, 6-0 in the first round but
fourth round victims 6-2, 5-7, into their own. They comple- then lost to eventual semifinalist
'6-4. Vermont was tne semi final ment each other so well in that Hoffman (from Haberford) 6-4,
competition but they possessed Scott is a strong hitter where as 0-6, 4-6.
·"It was the luck of the draw
little trouble for the Cats going Mark is more of a finesse type
that Andy got that kind of comdown 6-4, 6-3.
player."
so early," stated Peters.
Meanwhile Jeff Aarts was petition
The finals were held on SunYet it was the kind. ot" compeday morning. West Virginia making some noise of his own.
jumped off by taking the first ·
Starting out as unseeded; titon that Peters had expected.
5et 6-4 but Taylor and Weber .Aarts played three matches on And he was extremely pleased
fought back to win the second Friday, two on Saturday and with how the cats performed. '
''They deserve all the credit in
7-5.
then the finals on Sunday. He
tl;le
world. I don't want any creThe deciding set proved to be was labelled the "workhorse
not as close as the first two as player" of the event by one local dit for their success • what they
did was by themselves."
UNH spun off' a quick 6-3 vie- newspaper.
as Aarts .went three sets before
round
action
saw
Aarts
First
tory.
defeat one of the tourney favor- defeatin~ Hollister (Blumsberi?)

And indeed it was.
Taylor and Weber, having
played together only a couple of
times this year, whittled through
a strong pack of doubles teams
to defeat West Virginia in the
finals 4-6, 7-5, 6-3.

6-3, 7-6, 6-4.
As was the case in doubles action Vermont provided semifinal
opposition but the result was the
same as Aarts knocked off Peter
Cooper, the number one seed of
the toumall!.ent, 6-3, 6-4. ·
Bill .Weiss of the University of
Rochester was Aarts' final opponent and ultimate victor.
Weiss took Aarts in straight
sets 7-5, 6.;2.
One reason for the loss might
be explained by the fact that
Aarts pulled a muscle in his back
during the final match but Peters
pointed out that the loss was no
fluke.
Weiss is a great player," said
Peters. "No doubt about it • he
played super tennis and deserved
to win." :
Yet Peters was also quick to
commend Aarts.
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Dartmouth blitzes
Wildcat defense
by Mike Minigan
"We controlled the line of scrimmage in the second half. A
team that controls the line of
scrimmage wins ball games-.."
Dartmouth coach Jake
Crouthamel after Saturday's
24-13 victory over UNH.
For five minutes and seven
seconds in the third · p~riod lastSaturday, the Dartmouth Green
dominated the line of scrimmage
and scored three touchdowns to
regain1 the ccrUege football
championship of New Hampshire· 24-13. During that stretch,
the Gr~en capitalized on UNH
mistakes (a fumble and two costly penalties) and opened big
·holes for their runners resulting
in two touchdowns by fullback
Curt Oberg and one by flanker
Roland Griggs on a . :. oass olav
where Griggs was stacked up behind the line of scrimmage, but
managed. to spin away and into
the end zone 19 yards away.
"This was the best game I ever

pJayed," said Oberg in the locker
room. '"'UNH is a Division II
team that should be playing Division I. I ·took some hits, especially from that guy (Bruce)
Huther, that just sent me backwards. They are the best team I
ever played against."
Oberg scored his two touclidowns on runs of 1 and 21 yardsto lift the Green from a 3-0 half·
time deficit into an insurmountable 21-3 lead.
During the five minute assault, \
the Green picked on the left side
on the UNH defensive line with
overwhelming success. Both
Oberg and quarterback Kevin
Case-' broke loose for sizable
runs.
"We had some breakdowns defensively," said UNH coach Bill
Bowes. "We were over aggressive
at times in thllt. third period and
did not do well on our option responsibilities. "
But 0 berg gave much o f t h e
credit to his offensive line.

·. i-·

s

· uave ~aylor (14) looks on as a potential touchdown pass salls through Kay niPietro's hands. (Steven
Momson photo)
"They made the holes for for 144. yards, eleven yards less in the third period. They're a
me," he said. "Our offensive than Oberg.
team that does a number of
captain is the right guard. (Pat
"He's as fine a back as we're
things.and does them well.''"
Sullivan) and he's definitely an going to face," said Dartmouth
Bowes felt that the team
All-New England candidate. The assistant coach Rick Taylor "wasn't missing that much" with
~ght side is definitely our st~,ong "He's just super."
Wholley at quarterback. The junHead coach Crouthamel con- ior signal caller was 11 for 25
side. They pull and I follow.
While Oberg dn ,., the raves cu;;ed;
.
.
,, passing for 89 yards.
from the UNH sector, t_he game
H~ s ~omg to g~t his yards,
"We felt that we ·could throw
of Bill Burnham did not go un- he said m comparmg Bumha~ the ball against them as Penn
th . .
noticed Burnham continued to to former Cornell great Ed Mari- h d
· handle the load of the UNH of- naro. "A good back is always goa . stomteh 'SU~~esBs ~ rowi.ndg
.
t
t h.
d B t
agains
em,
owes sa1 •
fensive chores carrying 35 times mg o ge
is yar s. u we "Co ·
ff f th·1
didn't plan anything special and
mmg 0 0
, ' game, '!"e
we la ed a fine ame and we_ feel we hav~ to be ~ore wide
b
~H "
g
'
open especially agamst teams
e1fter the five minute Dart- th~t score the~selves."
mouth blitzkreig the Wildcats
We have eight more games.
attempted a cQmeback.
· Now, we want to get rested ~nd
Quarterback Steve Wholley, get read~ to ,~ 0 and play agamst
who started in place of regular Connecticut.
Jeff Allen, mixed his passing and - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . . ,
running game driving the WildA . computer breakdown has
ca.is in for a score, with Burn- delayed the distribution of athletic tickets.
ham going over from the two.
Bill Logue's fumble recovery
Tickets were supposed to be
on the Dartmouth's next series available yesterday morning.
gave the Cats the ball at the
According to Paul Bamford,
assistant ticket manager, stuDartmouth 30.
On the firiit play, Burnham dents may pick up their athletic
rambled around right end to the tickets this afternoon at one
11, but the play was nullified by p.m. iil room 108 of the ' Field
House.
a clip at the 15 yard line.
The Cats had to settle for Sam
A studeht need only present
Checovich'-s 37 yard field g~al an ID to get his ticket. Each stu(his second of the day in place dent must pick up their own
ticket.
of Scott Seero) and on DartBamford also said that, stua
mouth's. next possession, place dents wishing to purchase an
kicker Nick Lowery put the athletic ticket.should go to room
game away with ~n insurance
1
field goal from 2 3 yards
~~Students will n~d the ticket
out.-''Every loss is a tough one," to get into this Saturday's foota
said Bowes. "We outplayed them
Dartmouth's Curt Oberg tries to cut outside. ~UNH's Bruce Huther (57) grabs holci while Sam\
in the first half and in the fourth ball game (against Connecticut)," Bamford emphasized.
Checovich zeroes in. (Ed McGrath photo)
quarter. But they outplayed us•

f

